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NOMENCLATURE 
a - Flow displacement sensitivity (in2/sec) 
A - Area (in2) 
b - Flow pressure sensitivity (inS/lbf·sec) 
B - Level of Coulomb friction (lb£/in2) 
C - Damping coefficient (lbf·sec/in) 
cd - Orifice discharge coefficient 
cr - Radial clearance between piston and housing (in) 
c 3 - Leakage coefficient past main piston (in5/lbf·sec) 
d - Diameter (in) 
f. - Vector function of state variables (linearized) 
l. 
F. - Vector function (nonlinear) 
l. 
k - Ratio of specific heats, cp/cv 
ki - Spring constants (lbf/in) 
L - Length (in) 
P - Gage pressure (psig) 
Q - Volumetric flow rate (in3/sec) 
s - Laplace variable 
t - Time (sec) 
T - Period (sec) 
U - Valve underlap (in) 
x 
V - Volume (in3) 
w1 - Orifice width (in) 
x - Displacement (in) 
X - Vector of algebraic variables in nonlinear model 
y - Vector of dynamic state variables in linearized model 
Y - Vector of dynamic state variables in nonlinear model 
a - Feedback coefficient 
6 - A small deflection in a variable 
p - Mass density (lbf·sec2/in4) 
µ - Absolute fluid viscosity (lbf·sec/in2) 






The subject of this study is an hydromechanical servomechanism, 
known as a 'governing valve servomotor', that has been in use in power 
plants for the past several years. This servomotor controls steam 
valves which in turn modulate the flow of steam into the turbine in 
response to the external electrical load demands on the plant. 
This servomechanism is subjected to a significant Coulomb friction 
load, and during its use it has shown some tendency toward unstable or 
oscillatory behaviour. 
With the aid of the digital computer, this system can be analyzed 
in its present form and, if neccessary, some appropriate compensation 
introduced and tested. 
1.2 Objectives and Methods of Study 
The objectives of this study were as follows: 
1. To investigate the dynamic behaviour of the servomechanism, 
so that the conditions for stability could be determined. 
2. To propose a compensation design that would eliminate or lessen 
the possibilities of oscillatory or unstable performance. 
This hydromechanical system was not available for experimental 
1 
2 
investigation, so the study was confined entirely to analytical meth-
ods. Therefore, the major steps in the investigation were: 
1. Derivation of a mathematical model, that represents all the 
significant static and dynamic factors of the system. Because this is 
a hydraulic system, the model unavoidably contains several nonlinear 
parts. 
2. Linearization of the model equations and a study of the system 
significant dynamic characteristics. The methods used for this part 
of the study were computer simulation and the Routh criterion test. 
Several different parameter configurations were considered. 
3. Computer simulation of the complete nonlinear model including 
the Coulomb friction load. The computer model was set up to make it 
straightforward to add any neccessary compensation. 
1.3 Results and Recommendations 
After the nonlinear model had been thoroughly tested (see Chapter 
IV) for various parameter combinations, it was concluded that the syst-
em stability depends on the Coulomb friction load. This means of sta-
bilization can be considered a rather undependable way of providing 
sufficient degree of stability, and therefore an alternate stabiliza-
tion design is suggested. It is apparent that the most practical sol-
ution and a very effective one is 'transient flow stabilization'. This 
concept in fluid power control system design was first introduced by 
Shearer (1) for pneumatic system stabilization. The technique was 
shown to be quite successful in enhancing damping in a lightly damped 
system. 
3 
Chapter V describes the design of a transient flow stabilizer for 
the hydromechanical system. Simulation results show the compensation 
to be most effective. 
A recommendation of this study is that a transient flow stabilizer 
be built and installed in an existing system. Then, tests should be 
conducted to verify that the device produces the desired improvements 
in the system performance. 
CHAPTER II 
SYSTEM DYNAMIC MODEL 
2.1 Overall Operation of the Servomechanism 
Figure 1 shows schematically the servomotor and its connection to 
the steam chest governing valves, that control the flow of steam into 
the turbine. The servomotor piston is connected through a link (35) 
to the steam chest operating lever (32). The lever is fulcrummed at 
the other end on the pin (4), carried in a bracket (2), which is bolted 
to the inlet end of the steam chest body (1). The valve stems are 
connected to the operating lever by links (5), (10), (14) and (18) and 
a set of springs provides the neccessary closing force and stability 
in operation. 
The servomotor itself is shown schematically in Figure 2. The 
servomotor main piston (1) is connected to the governing valve oper-
ating lever, so that an upward movement of the piston opens the valves 
and a downward movement closes them. 
The principal parts of the servomotor are the servomotor piston 
(1), the relay piston (6), which has four ports machined in the stern, 
the relay plunger (4), the relay bushing (7), the cam (8) and the 
feedback lever (9). Table I lists the main parts in more detail. A 
small drilled hole in the relay plunger (4) connects the high pressure 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the Hydraulic Servomechanism. 
TABLE I 
A LIST OF MAJOR PARTS OF THE SERVOMECHANISM, 
NUMBERS REFER TO FIGURE 2 
Item No. Item Name 
1 Servomotor Piston 
2 Servomotor Piston Rod 
3 Governing Valves Operating Lever 
4 Relay Plunger 
5 Servomotor Cylinder 
6 Relay Piston 
7 Relay Bushing 
8 Cam 
9 Follow-Up Lever 
10 Spring, Pre stressed 
11 Spring 
12 Control Oil Chamber 
7 
through the entire length of the relay plunger connects the chamber 
above the relay plunger to drain by way of the four ports in the stem 
of the relay piston (6). 
The pressure in the chamber above the relay plunger (4) is main-
tained by the ports in the relay piston stem so that the force of the 
spring (10) and the force due to the oil pressure (P 4 ) are balanced. 
There will be a continous flow through the ports in the stem and the 
small drilled hole, when the ports are open. An upward movement of 
8 
the relay piston increases the flow through the ports to drain, there-
by decreasing the pressure above the relay plunger until it also moves 
upward. Conversely, downward movement of the relay piston decreases 
the flow through the ports to drain, thereby increasing the pressure 
above the relay plunger until it also moves downward. This will cause 
the relay plunger to follow all movements of the relay piston as though 
they were connected to each other. 
The control pressure (P1 ) is admitted to the chamber above the 
relay piston (12) and exerts a force tending to move the relay piston 
downward. This force is opposed by the compression spring (11) which 
tends to move the relay piston upward. Therefore, any change in con-
trol pressure unbalances the forces on the relay piston and causes the 
relay piston to move until the spring force again balances the control 
pressure force. This movement of the relay piston in turn produces a 
corresponding movement of the relay plunger (4). 
When the relay plunger moves downward in response to an increase 
in control oil pressure, high pressure oil will flow through the meter-
ing ports formed by the relay plunger and relay bushing, to the chamber 
9 
beneath the servomotor piston (1), causing the piston to move upward 
and open the governing valves. The cam (8), mounted on the piston rod 
(2), then permits the follow up lever (9) to move the relay bushing in 
a downward direction to close the metering ports and stop the piston 
motion. Thus, for each governing control oil pressure, there will be 
a corresponding position of the relay piston, the relay plunger, the 
servomotor piston, the relay bushing, and the steam chest governing 
valves. 
The system described above is an hydromechanical position feed-
back control system, where oil pressure is the input and piston dis-
placement is the output. 
2.2 Development of the Dynamic Model 
for the Original System 
In order to arrive at a mathematical model of this servo system 
that is not too complex, but still accurate enough for this study, 
some simplifying assumptions have to be made. These assumptions can 
be summarized as follows (refer to Figure 2 and Table II for notation 
and further description) : 
1. Inertia forces and leakage effects on the relay piston (6), 
the relay plunger (4) and the relay bushing (7) are negligible. 
2. The flow through the capillary tube orifice in the relay 
plunger is assumed fully developed and laminar. 
3. All orifices are symmetrical. Orifice 5 has no underlap, 
but a radial clearance crl" Orifices 3 and 6 have an underlap of U 
each and a radial clearance cr2 . 
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4. All orifices have an equal and constant discharge coeffi-
cient, ed. 
5. Steady-state and dynamic flow induced forces are negligible. 
6. All connecting passages are sufficiently short and wide to 
eliminate any resistance or 'transmission line' effects. 
7. Leakage flow past the main piston is assumed fully developed 
and laminar. Other leakage flow within the system is negligible. 
8. Supply pressure, P2 , is constant and exhaust pressure Pe=O. 
9. Temperature and fluid properties ( S,µ ) are constant. 
10. Changes in fluid volumes (u3 and u4 ) are negligible, but the 
time rates of change are significant. 
11. Changes in fluid density p are negligible, but the time rate 
of change is significant. 
The force balance on the relay piston is 
Pl n< d2 - d2 )/4 = 2 1 
The force balance on.the relay plunger is 
( 2 .1) 
( 2. 2) 
Here, Fs is the initial force in the prestressed spring (10) and A2 
is the area above the relay plunger, being acted upon by the pressure 
The pressure drop across the capillary tube through the relay 
plunger is given by 




16 TI µL 
4 
( 2. 3) 
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The flow equations for the sharp edged orifices can be written 
as follows: 
For x - x1 > 0: 2 
For x2 - x4 + U > 0: 




These equations include all possible conditions of position of 
the relay plunger with respect to the relay piston. 
Flow continuity requires that 
(2.7) 




( 2. 9) 
The time rate of change terms in equations (2.8) and (2.9) can 
be rewritten using the equations of state for the hydraulic fluid as 
follows: 
d 
(p3u3) 4 ;:;; u dt 3i 
13 
d P4 
dt (P4 u4) 
u 
4i 13 
The force balance on the 






dt P3) + 
4 
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dt P4) + P4A2 ( 
main piston can 
1Td2 . 3 









dt x2) · 
be expressed as 
p3 
Finally, the feedback relationship can be written 
(2 .10) 
(2.11) 
( 2 .12) 
(2.13) 
( 2 .14) 
(2 .15) 
where is a constant due to the initial displacement of the relay 
13 
bushing and a is the gain given by the geometry of the feedback 
lever. 
The final model consists of 15 nonlinear algebraic/differential 
equations and the following 16 unknowns: x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , P1 , P3 , P 4 , 
Q3 , Q4 , Q5 , Q6 , Q7 , (p 3u 3 ), (p 4 l\), FL and Fext" Thus, it is possi-
ble to solve (at least implicitly) for one variable (e.g. x 3 ) as func-
tion of another variable (e.g. P1 ). 
2.3 The System Parameters 
Appendix A describes how the various system parameters were deter-
mined. Figure 3 shows the external load F plotted in terms of 
ext 
steady-state pressure under the main piston, P3 , as a function of pist-
on displacement, x 3 • This relationship is highly nonlinear; the dis-
continuities are due to the successive openings of the steam valves. 
This graph includes implicitly all steady-state spring forces and all 
flow induced forces from the steam valves. The dotted line represents 
data that was supplied by the manufacturer of the servo motor, and the 
solid line shows data measured in a field installation by K. N. Reid. 
The solid line is the one used as a reference in this study, as it 
represents the most recent data available. 
These data do not include any information on the load dynamic be-
haviour. However, it can be assumed that some level of Coulomb fric-
tion would exist between the piston and the cylinder, and between the 
governing valve stems and packings, and that it should be taken into 
account in the modelling. Based on indirect measurements in a field 
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level is equivalent to a value of P3 of 5 - 10 psi. 
Figure 4 shows a graph of control oil pressure, P1 , v.s. main 
piston displacement, x 3 . The feedback gain, a, and the initial dis-
* placement of the relay bushing, x 3 , can be determined from this re-
lationship. This graph is needed for this purpose, because the two 
parameters can not be determined from drawings available for the feed-
back mechanism. Figure 4 shows two relationships, one representing 
a feedback cam with a uniform slope and the other a cam with two 
slightly different slopes. Curve A is believed to represent the cam 
used in one typical field installation (V.B. #1). Curve B represents 
actual measurements made by K. N. Reid in the same field installation. 
The disparity between the two relations has not been explained. It 
is believed that curve A was the relation that existed prior to an 
overhaul of the field system and it is known that Curve B represents 
the situation after this overhaul. 
* Appendix A gives a description of how the parameters a and x 3 
were determined by solving the steady-state equations for the servo. 
Table II lists numerical values of the parameters in the mathe-
matical model of the servo which has been presented. 
There is always some uncertainty as to what value to assume for 
the fluid bulk modulus, s. The commonly assumed value for the type of 
oil used in the system, MIL5606 A, is around 230,000 psi., which is a 
purely theoretical value. The actual value is highly sensitive to the 
amount of air entrained in the fluid. Experience has shown, that a 











































































































Relay Piston Rod Diameter 
Relay Piston Diameter 
Main Piston Diameter 
Capillary Orifice Diameter 
Relay Plunger Diameter 
Relay Piston Orifice Width 
Relay Piston Top Area 
Relay Piston Radial Clearance 
Relay Plunger Radial Clearance 
Main Piston Clearance on Diameter 
Capillary Orifice Length 
Length of Leakage Path Past Main Piston 
Pilot Relay Spring Constant (11) 
Main Relay Spring Constant (10) 
Piston Mass 
Lever and Valve Equivalent Mass 
Main Valve Underlap 
Fluid Volume above Relay Plunger 
Fluid Volume under Main Piston 
Fluid Viscosity 
Fluid Density 
Fluid Bulk Modulus of Elasticity 
Orifice Discharge Coefficient 
Initial Force in Main Relay Spring 
mate in an actual system. The model may be used to study the effect 
of bulk modulus on.the behaviour of the system. 
2.4 Solution Techniques 
18 
The primary goals of this study were (1) to show that the system 
can, under some conditions, become unstable, and (2) to demonstrate 
the use of the transient flow stabilization technique (see (1)) as a 
means of producing a system with an adequate degree of stability over 
the expected range of operating conditions. As shown in section 2.2, 
the model of the servo motor is a set of nonlinear, algebraic/differ-
ential equations. Further examination indicates that the model in-
cludes four independent energy storage effects; i.e. the model is 
fourth order. Two methods of solution were chosen to reach the goals 
set: (1) linearized analysis via digital simulation and Routh criteri-
on, (2) nonlinear time domain analysis via digital computer simulation. 
It is well known that a model linearized around some chosen 
steady-state operating point might not show the same behaviour in the 
neighbourhood of another point. But, linearized analysis can serve to 
enhance qualitative understanding of system behaviour, and to provide 
a reference solution against which the truer nonlinear solution can be 
compared. Therefore, the linearized study presented in Chapter III is 
intended only as a qualitative guide to the more complete study de-
scribed in Chapter IV, on which the main conclusions related to objec-
tive (1) are built. 
CHAPTER III 
LINEARIZED SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents results of studies using a linearized ver-
sion of the system equations. The purpose was to obtain a qualitative 
understanding of the system behaviour when all variables are confined 
to small changes, and thereby build a basis for a more complete non-
linear study. Two analyses were done. The first analysis was a time-
domain step response via digital computer simulation. Also, a Routh 
absolute stability analysis was conducted. 
3.2 Derivation of the Linearized 
Set of Equations 
The set of equations developed in section 2.2 can be linearized 
by considering small variations of all variables about an initial 
steady-state operating point. The linearized set of equations is pre-
sented below. 
The force balance on the relay piston becomes 
The force balance on the prestressed spring (10) is 




The flow through the capillary orifice becomes 
(fl p ) = 
4 
1 + 
0.285 p Q4i 
------}. 
20 
( 3. 3) 
Assuming that all orifices are operated within their underlap re-
gion and the radial clearances crl ; cr2 = O, the sharp edged orifice 
flow equations become 
= c 'TTd ./2;p' /p -P ' (Llx - /'::,x ) -
d 6 2 3i 2 4 
(x2i - xli) 
21 p 4ii 
( t.P 4) 
(x2 .-x4 .+u) 
1 1 - (/'::,p ) 
./ I 3 
2 P2-P3i 
( 3. 4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Here, the coefficients a1 , a 2 and a 3 are the flow displacement sensi-
tivities and b1 , b2 and b3 are the flow pressure sensitivities. 
From section 2.2, the flow continuity and compressibility equa-
tions can be combined and linearized to yield 
( 3. 7) 
21 
1Td2 1J3i d d 
b.Q7 
3 
( b.x3) + c3(b.P3) = dt (b.P 3) + ---dt ( 3. 8) 6 4 
1J4i d d 
l'IQ4 dt (l'IP 4) + A2 (l'lx2) + D.Qs . 6 dt 
( 3. 9) 









Here, M stands for the combined massed (m3 + me), the damping on the 
main piston is neglected and the external load force (Figure 3) is 
approximated by a linear spring-like force. 
3.3 A Closed Loop Transfer Function 
The linearized set of equations presented in section 3.2 can be 
used to derive a closed-loop transfer function for the servo system. 
Appendix B contains this derivation; a summary of the results is in-
eluded here. 
The closed-loop transfer function is of fourth order with no 
numerator dynamics and is of the following form: 
K 
( 3 .12) 
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where the coefficients K and a. are functions of the system parameters 
l 
and the chosen initial steady-state operating point. Appendix B pre-
sents the transfer function with numerical values, corresponding to a 
steady-state operating point of x 3 = 4.0 in. Referring to Figure 3 it 
is clear that this point represents a condition close to the mid-range 
of operation of the servo in terms of the value of x 3 • It corresponds 
to a rather high value of the pressure under the main piston, P 3 , and 
a worst condition with regard to the negative slope of the load curve. 
Therefore, it should be a fairly typical operating point and the in-
herent dynamics of the system should become clear by focusing the ana-
lysis on this operating range. 
The closed loop transfer function presented above can be used to 
conduct a Routh stability test on the system, which will give some in-
formation as to the system absolute stability for a given set of para-
meters. This analysis is presented in section 2.5. 
Appendix B also contains a block diagram representing the system 
in its linearized, closed-loop form. 
3.4 Computer Simulation of the Linearized System 
A computer simulation of a dynamic system involves calculating the 
system repsonse to a certain input over a fixed period of time. A num-
ber of numerical integration methods are available to perform this 
task. In most cases, it is neccessary to reformulate the system equa-
tions as a set of first order, differential equations. A set of state 
variables can be defined as follows: 
y2 = x3 yl 
Y3 = p3 
Y4 P4 
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where the y's are the state variables and x 3 , P3 and P4 are the dynamic 
variables from the mathematical model. 
The equations presented in section 3.2 can be combined to yield 
a set of first order differential equations in state variable form. 
From Equation (3.10), the main piston acceleration can be written as 
-1 
M 
Combining Equation (3.8) with (3. 7), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.2) 
yields 
( 3 .13) 
( 3 .14) 
In a similar manner, combining Equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), 
(3.4), (3.9) and (3.11) gives 
( 3 .15) 
where a 4 has been used to represent the rather lengthy constant from 
equation (3.3), or 
128 µ L4 
( 1 + 
0.285 p Q4i 
------ ). (3.16) 
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Equations (3.13) to (3.15) along with the state variable defi-
nitions represent a system of four, linear first order differential 
equations, of the form 
Y1 fl( y2 ) 
Y2 = f2( Y1• Y3 ) 
(3.17) 
Y3 = f3 ( Y2' y 3 , Y4 ) 
. 
Y4 f4( yl, y 2 , Y4 , p 1) 
where P1 is the control pressure input. These equations are all cou-
pled and have to be solved simultaneously. 
One of the most widely used numerical methods to solve a system 
of equations of this kind is the Runge-Kutta integration method. The 
so-called fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was chosen for this study, 
because it is considered to be fairly accurate and well behaved. Dis-
advantages of this method are that it requires the evaluation of yn 
four times for each integration step, and the error involved in the 
numerical approximation cannot be analytically determined. The method 
is not very economical in computer time, but it is quite accurate. It 
is also relatively simple to implement on the computer and does not 
require any higher order derivatives to be evaluated. 
A Fortran IV program was developed to simulate the system of equa-
tions (3.17); a source listing is contained in Appendix D. The linear-
ized equations contain several steady-state parameter values, so a 
steady-state solution was programmed (Appendix C) and combined with 
the integration program to supply the neccessary values. The simula-
tion program is set up so that the user can choose the steady-state 
operating point at which the system starts, and the program will cal-
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culate the neccessary parameters. 
It was decided to determine the system response to a step input 
in control oil pressure P1 , as this is the most severe test the system 
could go through. In this test the input contains all frequency com-
ponents. In order for the computer simulation to be valid, a small 
enough input step has to be chosen, so that all variables will only go 
through relatively small changes. This will always be a matter of 
estimation. In this case, the orifice opening in the relay piston can 
be used as a reference, that is the quantity x 2 - x 1 • Figure 5 shows 
the orifice configuration formed by the relay plunger (4) and the relay 
piston (6) at an initial steady-state point. In order to stay within 
a linear operation, the orifice should not be closed; x 2 - x 1 > 0. 
Now, using the results from the steady-state calculations, a value of 
P1 can be estimated which is consistent with these limits. Using Equa-
tion (3.1), which gives 
~p 
l 
and the fact that at a steady-state point of x 3 = 4.0 in, 
xl = 4.141674 in. and 
x2 4.179339 in. 
then 
~pl 
4 . 30 
(4.179339 - 4.141674) = 
(2.4942- .9962 ) 
0.275 psi. 
Therefore, an appropriate value for the amplitude of the step input 
is 6P 1 = 0.27 psi. 
Figure 5. Orifice Configuration. 
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The simulation program utilizes an already developed plotting 
subroutine to display the time response in the four dynamic variables. 
If the user runs the program interactively at a Tektronix graphics 
terminal, a plotted output can be obtained. In any case, an output 
table is written into a data set, listing the time history of each 
of the four dynamic variables. 
It is always a difficult task to estimate how small the inte-
gration time steps need to be for a system with dynamic characteris-
tics that are barely known. In this system, examination of the various 
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components of the system indicates that the load and the volume of oil 
under the main piston will likely contribute the dominant dynamic char-
acteristics. A quick estimate of the associated natural frequency will 
give an idea of the order of magnitude of the required time step for 
integration. 
If the oil under compression below the main piston is considered 
as a hydraulic spring, the spring constant is 
k = s = 
110,000 • 78.382 
1.965 • 106 lb/in. 
344.0 
From the load curve (Figure 3) the linearized spring constant of the 
load is found to be 
k 3 - 3,450 lb/in. 
Using these spring constants, which are coupled in parallel, a natural 




1.965.106 - 3,450 
1.08 • 103 rad/sec. 
0.303 + 1.3656 
If this frequency content were to be noticed in the response, a time 
step smaller than the period corresponding to this frequency would 






Therefore, a time step should be chosen which is at least an order of 
magnitude less than 5.8 msec. 
3.5 Simulation Results 
Some system parameters are not known exactly because of manu-
facturing tolerances or because they are difficult to estimate in real 
cases. The simulation program provided an ideal tool to determine the 
effect that these parameters have on system stability. The tolerance 
parameters are mainly the valve underlap U and the radial clearances. 
As noted before, all radial clearances were considered zero in the 
derivation of the linearized orifice flow equations, so their direct 
influence on the system behaviour will not be determined in this part 
of the study. Only tolerances in the underlap U of the main orifice 
between the relay plunger and the bushing will be considered here. 
Another variable, which is a very important factor in the dynamic 
behaviour of the system is the fluid bulk modulus, B. This parameter 
strongly affects the speed of response, and to a lesser extent, it 
affects the damping or degree of stability of the system. Fluid bulk 
modulus drastically decreases as the amount of air entrained in the 
fluid increases. In any real system there will always be a certain 
amount of air present, if only due to the action of the pump. In this 
study, response was determined for a high value of s, corresponding to 
no air content in the oil, as well as a lower value, which experience 
has shown is more realistic (9, page 18). 
Results of the simulation studies are in the following pages. A 
step input of P1 = 0.27 psi. was used in all cases shown. The steady-
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state operating point chosen as a starting point for the simulations 
was in all cases x3 = 4.0 in. Referring to Figure 3, this operating 
point is within the very steep, negative slope region on the load 
curve; that is, the load force (F ) changes by approximately -3,450 lb 
ext 
for one inch increase in x3 . This range is expected to be the least 
stable operating range due to this high, negative spring like load im-
plied in the model. Also, since all radial clearances are neglected, 
the model will predict somewhat less damping than should be present 
in the actual system. 
Typical step response plots are presented in Figures 6 through 9. 
Figure 6 shows the output displacement x3 as a function of time in re-
sponse to a step input in P1 . This response is for a case of high 
value of S and a rather large valve underlap U. The case of a = 0.32 
is consistent with the value observed by K. N. Reid in an actual field 
installation (after overhaul) • The x 3 response is overdamped with a 
rise time of about 0.041 sec. (using 95% of final value as a reference 
for defining 'rise time'). There is a slight indication of some higher 
order frequencies superimposed upon the overall response, and those can 
. 
be seen more clearly in the plot of x3 in Figure 7 and P3 in Figure 8. 
The plot of x 3 shows that the velocity of the piston goes to zero at 
steady state, as this is a position control system. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the pressure under the main piston (P3) and 
the pressure above the relay plunger (P 4) respectively. These varia-
bles, especially P3 , will tend to magnify any higher order frequency 
content of the response. This is due to the fact that P3 is propor-
















Figure 6. Linearized Analysis. Response in x3 for 
U = 0.002 in, S = 230,000 psi, 
a = 0.32. 
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Figure 7. Linearized Analysis. Response in x 3 for 
U 0.002 in, S = 230,000 psi, 
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Figure 8. Linearized Analysis. Response in P3 for 
U 0.002 in, B = 230,000 psi, 
S.0!3 
7.42 
a = 0.32. 













Figure 9. Linearized Analysis. Response in P4 for 
u = 0.002 in, B = 230,000 psi, 
a = 0.32. 
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tive signals tend to magnify higher order components. The response in 
P3 shows the effect of two complex-conjugate, lightly damped poles of 
the system, that the response in x 3 does not revea~. 
The simulation results represented in Figure 10 are for a case 
with less valve underlap than that used in the case summarized above. 
Here, U = 0.001 in., which is within the manufacturer's tolerance of 
0 to 0.002 in. This simulation shows that the system is unstable. 
Figure 11 shows the results of a simulation where the value of 
fluid bulk modulus has been lowered to the more realistic value of 
110,000 psi. Again, the result is an unstable system, and worse be-
haviour than for the one with U = 0.001 in. This is a model, that is 
quite likely a reasonably true representation of the parameters in the 
real system, except for the absence of Coulomb friction in the load 
equation. Coulomb friction could enhance system stability; but the 
dependence on Coulomb friction to stabilize the system is normally con-
sidered poor design. 
There remains uncertainty on which feedback cam was used in the 
original system (before overhaul) • Figure 4 demonstrated that a cam 
with either one of two different slopes might have been mounted on the 
piston rod. The results given in Figures 6, 10 and 11 were obtained 
for the case of a = 0.32 (i.e. the lowest feedback gain cam). From 
Figure 4 it is seen that for the other possible cam, a= 0.45 and 
* x 3 = 3.38 in. for the operating range around x 3 = 4.0 in. The result 
of the simulation with this higher feedback gain cam is shown in Fig-
ure 12. The values of S and U which produce the most stable system 
were used, in order to more clearly see the effect of a on the system 







Figure 10. Linearized Analysis. Response in x 3 
for U = 0.001 in, B = 230,000 psi, 
a = 0.32. 












Figure 11. Linearized Analysis. Response in x 3 
for U = 0.002 in, B = 110,000 psi, 
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Figure 12. Linearized Analysis. Response in x 3 for U = 0.002 in, S = 230,000 psi, 
a = 0.45. 
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performance. In this case, the system is unstable. It is clear that 
if the system had been installed originally with a high-gain cam (and 
this is uncertain), it would have been less stable than with the low-
gain cam. 
The results of the computer simulation of the linearized system 
model can then be summarized as shown in Table III. 
TABLE III 
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION 




















It is now neccessary to determine what effect the parameters left 
out of the model have on the system performance, so that its stability 
can be assessed with higher confidence. Chapter IV will present re-
sults of a study of a more accurate nonlinear model of the system. 
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3.6 Routh Test of System Stability 
The Routh criterion can be used as an independent check of system 
stability to validate the results presented in section 3.4. The Routh 
stability test gives information about the absolute stability of a 
closed-loop system, based on characteristics of the transfer function. 
That is, it provides a simple method to find if one or more roots of 
the system characteristic equation have positive real parts. However, 
the criterion will not yield any information concerning degree of 
stability. 
The system closed loop transfer function was presented in section 
3.3, where it was seen that the coefficients are dependent on a chosen 
initial steady-state operating point. An appropriate steady-state 
point is chosen in the mid-range of operation of the servomotor, 
x 3 = 4.0 in., and the resulting transfer function for a bulk modulus 
of 110,000 psi is (see Appendix B}: 
= 
4.662 • 106 
The denominator is of the form 
a 
0 
s 4 + a s 3 + a s 2 + a + 1 2 3 s a4. 
(3.18) 
The Routh method involves setting up a matrix of parameters as follows: 
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s4 a a2 a4 0 
s3 al a3 a5 
s2 bl b2 
sl cl c2 
so dl 
where 









bla3 - alb2 
cl = 
bl 





clb2 - blc2 
= 
cl 
The criterion states that if in the first column (a0 , a 1 , etc.) 
there is a change of sign of the coefficients, then there is a root 
with a positive real part. The number of sign changes in the first 
column represents the number of roots with a positive real part. 
In order to validate the results obtained from the computer simu-
lation, the stability test will be applied for the two values of s in 
question. First, a value of s = 110,000 psi has been implemented into 
Equation (3.18). The Routh array then yields 
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s4: 155.0 10-6 191.44 10.89 106 
s3: 142.0 10- 3 176.1 103 0 
s2: -680.3 10-3 10.89 106 0 
sl: 
3 




Since the coefficient b1 has a negative sign, there are two changes of 
sign in the first column. This means that the system characteristic 
equation has two roots with positive real parts, and therefore is un-
stable. This confirms the results obtained from the computer simula-
tion of the linearized system, which showed a response with increasing 
oscillations in x 3 for a value of S = 110,000 psi. (Figure 11). 
For a fluid bulk modulus S = 230,000 psi. the following transfer 
function is obtained 
( 3 .19) 
4.662 • 106 
74.56•10- 6s 4 + 73.38•10-3s 3 + 191.44 s 2 + 176.l s + 10.89•106 
The Routh array then becomes slightly different, due to the different 





73.38 10- 3 
12.50 
191.44 










Here, there is no change of sign in the first column, indicating that 
this transfer function represents a stable system. This result is in 
accordance with results from the computer simulation (Figures 6 - 9). 
It has been mentioned before that the lower value of fluid bulk 
modulus is recognized as a realistic estimate of this parameter. 
Therefore, based on the linearized system analysis, it appears that 
the actual system may have too low a degree of stability. Other para-
meters not included in the linearized study can have an important 
effect on the system dynamic performance. For example, valve leakage 
and Coulomb friction in the load can affect system degree of stability. 
Results of a more comprehensive study of the nonlinear system are pre-
sented in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
NONLINEAR SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
Estimation of the system model derived in section 2.2 indicates 
that several potentially important nonlinear effects may govern the 
dynamic behaviour of the system. In order to more fully understand 
the system behaviour it is neccessary to analyze the model derived in 
section 2.2 more carefully using a technique that will accomodate all 
its important features. 
There are several methods available for analyzing nonlinear con-
trol systems. The method of describing functions, which involves 
a quasi-linearization of the system being studied, is used to deter-
mine whether a system could exhibit limit cycle behaviour and under 
what conditions. Nyquist plots are used as a graphical aid in the 
analysis. This method works fairly well in many cases, but it is 
difficult to apply to systems with more than one nonlinear element. 
Other methods for analyzing nonlinear control systems have been 
developed in resent years. The most important ones are based on 
Lyapunov's stability criterion and, like describing functions, use a 
graphical representation of the system as the means of assessing sys-
tem stability. These graphical methods are all limited to systems 
having only one nonlinearity and with single input and single output. 
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There are some related methods that will handle systems with more than 
one nonlinearity, but they are tedious to apply and somewhat suspect 
in terms of accuracy. 
It appeared in this study that digital computer simulation was 
the most appropriate and meaningful method of analysis. A dynamic 
simulation program, DYSIMP, written in Fortran IV, has been developed 
in the Center for System Science, at Oklahoma State University. It 
will simulate a large variety of dynamic systems, including any non-
linear characteristics. This program was chosen for the study in this 
thesis. 
4.2 A Nonlinear Model for Computer Simulation 
The dynamic simulation program, DYSIMP, is set up to solve numer-
ically a set of ordinary differential equations. Mathematically, the 
statement of the problem it will solve can be written as follows: 
Y(t) = F( Y, X, P, t) 
subject to 
y (t ) y 
0 0 
G( Y, X, P, t) = 0 
in the range t o" t <:tf, where 
y is a vector of dependent state variables 
x is a vector of algebraic variables 
p is a vector of constant parameters 
t is the independent variable 
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F and G are vector functions defined by the system model. 
DYSIMP has three initial value integration methods available for 
the solution of the stated problem. These are a 'crude' Euler method, 
a modified Euler method, and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration. 
These methods are all implemented to allow integration of the non-
linear equations using a fixed integration step. The most accurate 
method is the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method; this method was used 
in this study. The nonlinear model of the servo system derived in 
section 2.2 must be put in the form required by DYSIMP. First, the 
equations that include time derivatives of a variable must be reformu-
lated. From Equation (2.12) 




where F t is to be implemented using both the steady-state load 
ex 
(4.1) 
characteristic from Figure 3 and a Coulomb friction effect. Equation 
(4.1) may be rewritten as two first order differential equations. Two 
state variables can be defined as 
Y(l) = x 3 
Y(2) = x3 = DY(l) 
which will result in Equation (4.1) being written as required by 
DYSIMP. 
From Equation (2.8) and the assumption that the change in fluid 
density, p, is small, but that the rate of change of p is large, 
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( 4. 2) 
s 
In the same way Equation (2.9) may be written as 
( 4. 3) 
Two additional state variables, P3 and P4 , may be defined: 
These state variables will be adequate for setting up the model on 
DYSIMP. 
The other equations can be written as desired, by defining the 
algebraic variables X(i) in such a way to make the set of equations 
compatible with the program. The following convention is used: 
x (1) xl 
x (2) = x2 
X(3) = x4 
x (4) Q3 
x (5) = Q5 
x (6) = Q6 
x (7) Q7. 
The parameters P(i) are defined as neccessary to aid in express-
ing the equations in a simple form. Appendix E contains a more de-
tailed description of the formulation and a source listing of the For-
tran program written to simulate the system using DYSIMP. 
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Equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) all have to be implemented with 
logical operations, because their form depends on the relative posi-
tions of the relay piston, the relay plunger and its bushing. There 
could possibly be flow through the orifices only due to the radial 
clearances, or the flow could be reversed due to changes in pressure 
difference. Equation (2.3) is a nonlinear equation in Q4 , or more 
specifically a second order polynomial in this variable. At the be-
ginning of each time step, a value of Q4 must be calculated based on 
the value of P4 from the previous time step. Therefore, at the be-
ginning of each time step, it is neccessary to solve a second order 
polynomial in the variable X(7). This can be implemented rather 
easily into DYSIMP using the subroutine XVAL, which is called on auto-
matically at the beginning of each time step. XVAL is therfore ideal 
for solving Equation (2.3) for the flow Q4 . 
The most involved part of the model to implement in the computer 
solution is the load function. The load force, F includes a ext' 
steady-state load function and the Coulomb friction effect. The ex-




where B is the level of Coulomb friction in units of pressure. Fig-
ure 13 illustrates the Coulomb friction characteristic. 
It is quite instructive to consider what happens physically due 
to the Coulomb friction between the main piston and its cylinder. 
First, assume that the piston is at rest at some point, and that there 
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is a balance of steady-state forces acting on it. That is, the press-
ure P3 acting to move the piston upward is balanced by an equal force 
from the steam valves tending to move it downward. The level of Cou-
lomb friction can now be assumed to be 0 (see Figure 13) • An increase 
in oil pressure P3 would act to unbalance the forces acting on the 
piston, resulting in motion of the piston if there were no Coulomb 
friction. However, from Figure 13 it is apparent that the increase 
in pressure needs to be larger than B(n/4)d~ in order for the piston 
to move. Therefore, until P3 has increased enough to 'break' the 
piston loose, there will be a force balance on the piston given by 
Therefore, the piston will not have a velocity nor acceleration until 






Figure 13. Coulomb Friction. 
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The program implementation has to detect whenever the velocity 
is equal to zero, or when it has passed through the zero point, and 
then provide the logic neccessary to describe this behaviour. There-
fore, it is neccessary to retain information on the value of velocity 
from the previous time step, and to check on changes in sign. The 
Fortran implementation of this characteristic can be seen in the source 
listing in Appendix E. 
The external steady-state load, FL, from Figure 3 can be imple-
mented most easily by a simple interpolation in a data table. Trying 
to fit an analytical function to the data represented in Figure 3 
would not result in a very true representation of the actual curve. 
An interpolation routine is included in the program listing shown in 
Appendix E. 
DYSIMP provides the user a choice of different output represen-
tations. The program lists the time change of all dynamic and alge-
braic variables as the user wishes, and prints all parameter values 
and initial and final values of the dynamic variables. It also pro-
duces printer plots of the dynamic variables, scaling them as needed, 
and has the capability to produce Calcomp plots of the same variables. 
The printer plots are a useful tool during the debugging and prelimi-
nary stages of using the program with a model, although they become 
somewhat clumsy for interpreting or presenting the solution. There-
fore, printer plots were used during the development of the system 
model with DYSIMP, but the final solutions were obtained in graphics 
form, using Tektronix terminals available in the School of Mechanical 
and Aerospace Engineering. DYSIMP does not directly provide such 
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representation, but by having the listed output from the program load-
ed directly into TSO data sets, it was relatively easy to write a short 
Fortran program to read this data and plot it on the Tektronix screen. 
Appendix F contains a listing of the program used for this purpose. 
4.3 Results from a Study of the 
Nonlinear System Model 
In the nonlinear model the following additional effects were in-
eluded: 
1. Valve radial clearances. 
2. Variable volume under compression (V3 = f(x3 ) ). 
3. Nonlinear load force (F = f(x3) ) and Coulomb friction in ext 
the load. 
In the linear model, the load force was represented by a linear 
spring; also, the load Coulomb friction and the change in the volume 
under compression (but not the time rate of change) were both assumed 
to be negligible. 
Step responses are presented in this section for the important 
cases listed in Table IV. 
The first set of resutls, Figures 14 through 17, show the re-
sponses of all four dynamic variables to a small step input, or 
~Pl = 0.27 psi. There was no radial clearance and no Coulomb friction 
load for this case; also, the fluid bulk modulus, S, was 230,000 psi. 
These results should be compared with Figures 6 through 9 from the 
linear model analysis. From the plots of x3 and P3 it is apparent 
that the linear model has somewhat less damping. This difference is 
u a crl cr2 
(in) (in) {in) 
0.002 0.32 0.0 0.0 
0.001 0.32 0.0 0.0 
0.002 0.32 0.002 0.002 
0.001 0.32 o.o 0.0 
0.002 0.32 0.002 0.002 
0.001 0.32 0.0 o.o 
0.002 0.45 0.002 0.002 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF A STUDY OF 
THE NONLINEAR MODEL 
s CF Figures Stability Result 
(psi) (psi) 
230,000 0.0 14, 15, 15, 17 Stable 
230,000 0.0 18 Stable 
110,000 0.0 19, 20, 21 Stable, lightly damped 
110,000 0.0 22' 23 Unstable 
90,000 0.0 24 I 25 Stable, oscillatory 
110' 000 5.0 26, 27, 28 Stable due to Coulomb friction 
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Figure 17. lJonlinear Study of Uncompensated System. 
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not surprising when the nature of the orifice characteristics is con-
sidered; that is the slope of the valve characteristics affects the 
damping and the 'average' slope is greater in the nonlinear case. 
A comparison of Figures 18 and 10 shows some difference in damp-
ing between the linear and nonlinear models. The linear model is un-
stable in this case of small valve underlap, but the nonlinear model 
shows a stable repsonse. It can be concluded that the linear model 
predicts a less stable system than may actually exist. 
The fluid bulk modulus also has a dramatic effect on the behavi-
our of the nonlinear model. Figures 19 through 21 show the results 
of a simulation where Coulomb friction was neglected, the valve under-
lap and radial clearances were at their 'nominal' values of 0.002 in. 
and S = 110,000 psi. The linear model was unstable for this case. 
The nonlinear model predicts that the system is stable, although the 
. 
plots of x 3 and P3 show almost sustained oscillations; that is, this 
system has a very low degree of stability. 
Figures 22 and 23 show results for reduced underlap (U=0.001 in.), 
zero radial clearances and negligible Coulomb friction. The system is 
stable, but very lightly damped for this case. Thus, with no Coulomb 
friction, the system with a realistic fluid bulk modulus (S= 110,000 
psi.) would be on the verge of instability. This result is further 
underscored by the results shown in Figures 24 and 25, where underlap 
and radial clearances are 'nominal' again, but S is decreased to 
90,000 psi. That is, if only one to two percent of air by volume was 
present in the system, the system could be unstable with underlaps 









Figure 18. Nonlinear Study of Uncompensated System. 
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Figure 19. Nonlinear Study of Uncompensated System. 
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Figure 20. No~linear Study of Uncompensated System. 
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Figure 21. Nonlinear Study of Uncompensated System. 
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Figure 22. Nonlinear Study of Uncompensated System. 
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Figure 23. No~linear Study of Uncompensated System. 
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Figure 25. Nonlinear Study of Uncompensated System. 
x3 for U = 0.002 in, S = 90,000 psi, 
crl = cr2 = 0.002 in, FCF = 0.0. 
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Coulomb friction in the load also can have a dramatic effect on 
the system performance. Figures 26 through 28 show the results for the 
same configuration as shown in Figures 22 and 23, now with a Coulomb 
friction level of B = 5.0 psi. added to the model. The results predict 
a stable system. Thus, sufficient Coulomb friction can make an other-
wise unstable system stable. 
It is not known with certainty which of the two possible feedback 
earns were present in the system before overhaul. All of the results 
presented above were obtained for the low gain cam believed to exist 
in the field system after servomotor overhaul. The 'double-slope' cam 
described by Figure 4 (Curve A) may have existed in the servomotor be-
fore overhaul. This latter cam produces two values of feedback gain 
( a ) as follows: 
x3 > 2.9 in.: 





* and x3 = 3.38 in. 
* and x3 2.10 in. 
Before overhaul, the system was observed to be very oscillatory (and 
perhaps unstable) at certain times. After overhaul, the system was 
observed to be well behaved (i.e. well damped). Figures 29 through 31 
show simulation results for the value of a of 0.45, S = 110,000 psi. 
and Coulomb friction included. The system is stable for this case; 
but without Coulomb friction the system would be unstable. 
Based on the results of the nonlinear simulations, it appears 
that system stability depends on the presence of Coulomb friction and/ 
or a high bulk modulus of elasticity. It is known that Coulomb friction 
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Figure 27. Nonlinear Study of Uncompensated System. 
x3 for U = 0.001 in, 6 = 110,000 psi, 
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Figure 30. Nonlinear Study of Uncompensated System. 
x 3 for U = crl = cr2 = 0.002 in, a= 0.45, 
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friction. It is supposed that the erratic nature of the Coulomb fric-
tion load could have caused the original system (before overhaul) to 
exhibit instability or low degree of stability. Momentary entrainment 
of air into the original system (low S) also may have resulted in a 
lower than usual degree of stability. 
All of the results presented in this section were obtained with 
the same initial steady-state operating point (x3 = 4.0 in.) and step 
size ( P1 = 0.27 psi.) used for the linear analysis in Chapter 3. 
This study was not exhaustive; the effects of input step size and the 
location of the initial operating point were not studied. Sufficient 
results were obtained, however, to illustrate that the original system 
(before overhaul) was designed to have too low a degree of stability 
in view of the significant Coulomb friction load. Moreover, these 
results suggest the need for damping enhancement to be implemented in 
the existing field installations. 
It is the opinion of the writer that the servomotor should be de-
signed to have an adequate degree of stability without depending on 
stabilization via Coulomb friction. A simple transient flow stabili-
zation teqhnique is introduced in Chapter v, which could be implemented 
very easily in field installations. 
CHAPTER V 
TRANSIENT FLOW STABILIZATION 
5.1 Introduction 
The hydraulic servomotor considered in this thesis is in use in 
a large number of power plant installations. Equipment changes to 
effect performance improvement in such an existing system are limited 
by cost and ease of installation considerations. Major changes re-
quiring complete disassembly and rework normally are considered only 
as a last resort. An objective of this study was to design a simple 
compensation means that could be installed easily in the existing field 
locations at relatively low cost. 
Damping enhancement can be achieved in several ways. The use of 
leakage in the valve or actuator can be effective, but only at the ex-
pense of system stiffness and power efficiency. A preferred approach 
which is widely recognized is to use acceleration feedback. Still 
another technique is to use pressure or dynamic pressure feedback. 
The feedback may be introduced directly into the valve design, or into 
the system via measurement and comparison. Since the servomotor in 
this study is hydromechanical, conventional acceleration or pressure 
feedback techniques would be complex to implement. 
A technique known as transient flow stabilization was first in-
traduced by Shearer in the book Fluid Power Control (1) , for compen-
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sation in a pneumomechanical servomotor. This simple technique accom-
plishes a similar effect as dynamic pressure feedback, but without 
measurement devices and the corresponding complexity. An advantage of 
this technique is that increased damping is achieved during transient 
periods when it is needed and system operation is unaffected during 
steady-state periods. 
Transient flow stabilization or compensation can be implemented 
in the hydromechanical servomotor of this study by means of a simple 
resistance-capacitance circuit hooked to the main piston chamber. This 
approach is especially attractive because the main piston chamber in the 
actual system already has a hole drilled and tapped for drainage of 
oil. 
Figure 32 shows schematically how the compensation might be achi-
eved. The 'capacitance element' is divided in two parts by a diaphragm. 
On the side of the diaphragm connected to the main oil chamber, the 
pressure is PB. In the steady state, P8 = P3 , since there is no net 
flow through the resistance and out of the chamber u8 . Therefore, 
under steady-state conditions, the capacitance would not affect the 
system behavio~r. On the other side of the diaphragm there is air 
under compression with the pressure P • The compressibility of the air 
a 
would have a spring-like effect on the diaphragm when there are changes 
in the pressure PB. 
5.2 Modelling the Compensation Device 
The servomotor with the added compensation can be modelled with 













Figure 32. Schematic of the Transient Flow Stabilizer. 
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equation for the main piston chamber must be altered. That is, for 
this compensated system, Equation (2.8) is 
(5 .1) 
where Q8 represents the flow through the resistance element into the 
accumulator. 
In addition, it is neccessary to write an equation relating the 
flow through the resistance to the pressure drop across the resistance. 
The resistance element is assumed to be a capillary type element. In 
such a case, the element can be modelled by assuming fully-developed 
laminar flow. That is, 
(5. 2) 
It is assumed that the resistance is designed such that the Reynolds 
number for the flow is small (say 1000). For low Reynolds numbers, an 
acceptable rule of thumb for choosing the diamete~ and length of the 
capillary is L/d ~ 50. 
The continuity equation for the oil chamber is 
d 
- (p u ) - u dt 8 8 - 8 
Or if p8 is assumed to be relatively constant, 
(5. 3) 
For the air chamber it is assumed that the compression or expansion 




pa • constant. 
The air chamber continuity equation is 
0 = 




~ (P ) = 
dt a pa 
k 
Combining Equations ( 5. 4) and (5.5) yields 
Tid2 . u d 8 a 
0 = (x8) -




(P ) • 
a (5.6) 
If the inertia of the diaphragm is neglected, a force balance re-
quires that 
Thus, Equations (5.6) and (5.3) can be combined to give 
or 
u u 
8 d a d 
7. at (Pa> + -- dt (Pa> 
µ k p8 
u . 8 
Q ={- + 
8 s ( 5. 7) 
Equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.7) describe the static and dynamic be-
haviour of the transient flow stabilization circuit. 
Equation (5.7) shows that the process equation for the air cham-
ber includes the nonlinear term { ua/(k·P8)} P8 . This term will not 
cause any difficulty in setting up the compensated system model using 
DYSIMP, but if a new transfer function is desired, Equation (5.7) will 
need to be linearized. 
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It is apparent that the transient flow stabilization circuit adds 
a first order dynamic element into the system model; the final model 
is fifth order. 
5.3 The Dynamics of the Compensator 
Equation (5.7) can be linearized and combined with Equation (5.2) 
to derive a transfer function relating the pressure under the piston 
P3 to the pressure in the tank, P8 • The linearized form of Equation 
(5. 7) is 
where the subscript i represents the initial steady-state operating 
point. Combining the above equation with Equation (5.2) yields 
u u 
( L'lp - L'lp ) 
3 8 
{ 8i ai } d 
-- + --- dt C:'iPs) 
s k p8i 





nd7 . 8i ai } s + (fl,P ) = { - + (~P 8) 
128µL 3 s k p . 128µL 
7 81 7 
which results in the transfer function 
6.P8 1 ( 5. 8) --= 






} l -- + p 
nd4 6 k p 
7 Si 
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The effect of the compensator is then to add a first order ele-
ment into the system, with the time constant T and a steady-state 
p 
gain of 1. Therefore, it is active during transient periods, but has 
no effect in the steady-state periods. 
The compensator can be compared to a simple.electric R c circuit, 
e e 
where the electrical resistance (R ) corresponds to the capillary char-
e 
acteristics 
and the electrical capacitance (C ) corresponds to the accumulator 
e 
capacitance 
ai \) . J 
The time constant, T , is a key factor in the effect of the com-
p 
pensation. The characteristic time or period of the overall system 
(i.e. the rise time following a step input), is of the order of 
0.005 sec. (see Chapters III and IV). The design problem is to select 
the desired value of T (relative to the system characteristic time) 
p 
and to size the elements. 
5.4 Compensated System Transfer Function 
and Parameter Study 
Appendix G shows the derivation of a linearized transfer function 
for the fifth order system with the compensation. The final form of 
the transfer function is as follows 
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K ( T + 1 
p 
(5. 9) 
6P 3 a s 5+ a s 4 + a s 3 + s 2 + a s + a 5 o 1 2 a3 4 
The effect of the compensation is to increase the denominator by one 
order and add a first order component to the numerator. 
The Routh criterion can be used with Equation (5.9) as was done 
in section 3.5, to determine the bounds on the parameter values re-
quired for system stability. 
The compensator parameters can be chosen in order to arrive at 
different values of the time constant T • The capacitance factor is 
p 
c [uai + uai J 
S k Pai 
If the same steady-state operating point is chosen as before (x = 
3 
4.0 in. ) , then Pai= P3i = 103.0 psi. from the steady-state condition. 
The constant k for the adiabatic compression of air is 1.4. The value 
of fluid bulk modulus is assumed S = 110,000 psi. Assuming that the 
air volume is approximately equal to the oil volume in the accumulator, 
then the capacitance becomes 
c 1 u {-----+ 
110,000 
---1---} = o .0069 • u in5 /lbf" 
1. 4 • 103 
It is obvious that the compressibility of the hydraulic fluid is negli-
gible compared to that of the air. Therefore, it can be assessed that 
the capacitance is approximately 
C u / (k P8 .). a 1 
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The expression for the time constant T can be written 
p 
-6 
128·2.2•10 L7 u a 
T = p 
Tr d4 l.4•103 
7 
or T = 622 . 10-9 (L7/d7)Ua. (5 .10) p 
For the capillary flow equation to be valid, the ratio of length 
to diameter for the capillary should be larger than 50, or 
(5.11) 
Table V shows three different sets of parameters for the compen-
sator, which represent a range of T of approximately equal to the 
p 
overall system time constant to two orders of magnitude larger. 
TABLE V 
COMPENSATION PARAMETERS 
d7 L7 u ai 
R c T 
p 
(in) (in) (in3) (lb"sec/in5) (in5 /lb) (sec) 
0.005 2.5 20.0 35.85 0.139 4.98 
0.150 7.5 98.0 1.33 0.680 0.90 
0.300 15.0 100.0 0.166 0.693 0.05 
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These parameter values can now be used in the transfer function 
and a Routh test performed to see which one, if any, will render the 
system stable. Therefore, the set of parameters from an unstable case 
from section 3.5 should be used in conjunction with the added para-
meters of the compensation to validate the compensator design. That 
is, a value of bulk modulus S = 110,000 psi., no radial clearances and 
a valve underlap of 0.002 in. For the same operation point x 3 = 4.0 in. 




4.662.106 ( 4.98 s + 1 
The Routh array is as follows: 
s5: 772.10-6 954 54•106 
s4: 714•10_3 872•10 3 10.9•106 
s3: 11.2 54.0•106 0 
s2: -2.57•106 10.9•106 0 
sl: 54•106 0 
so: l0.9•106 
There are two changes of sign, hence two roots of the character-
istic equation have positive real parts and the resulting system is 
unstable. It is therefore apparent, that this would not be an ade-
quate set of parameter values to make the system stable. 
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For the second case of d7 = 0.15 in. and 'p = 0.90 sec. the trans-
fer function is 
4.662•10 6 ( 0.90 s + 1 
The Routh array is as follows: 
SS: -6 2.1•10 6 28•10 40.6 
s4: -3 3 6 33•10 32•10 10.9•10 
s3: 
6 
13.5 2.1•10 0 
s2: 3 
6 





For this set of parameters, there is no change of sign in the first 
column, so this system is stable. 
For the third case with a time constant similar to that of the 
system itself, T = 0.05 sec., the transfer function is 
p 
4.662·10 6 ( 0.005 s + 1) 










20.2 712•10 0 
s2: 8.53•10 3 
6 
10.9•10 0 




Again, there is no change of sign in the first column, so this system 
configuration is also stable. The results of this Routh study can 







RESULTS OF A ROUTH STUDY 













Therefore, it appears that a time constant of the order of 
0.90 sec. would make the system stable, but if it were any larger, 
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stability might not be achieved. In this Routh study, the effect of 
the parameters R and C has not been studied individually, only the 
effect of their product, T • p 
In the compensated system transfer func-
tion they appear both as this product and also separately, so it could 
be deceiving to study only the effect of varying T • 
p 
The above analysis has established bounds on the compensator para-
meter i: • Further validation of the effect of the parameters R and C 
p 
can be achieved through computer simulation. The simulation tool can 
be used to set more accurate limits on the value of the compensator 
parameters needed for the desired system performance. 
5.5 Nonlinear Simulation of the 
Compensated System 
The objective of this computer simulation study of the compen-
sated system is to validate the concept of transient flow stabilization 
for this hydromechanical servosystem and to establish bounds on the 
design parameters, R, C and T • The actual design of the transient 
p 
flow stabilizer will not be carried through in this thesis. 
It is a relatively simple procedure to extend the model already 
developed for DYSIMP to include the compensator. One additional equa-
tion is required to describe the dynamic changes in the pressure P8 
and only the equation for the time derivative in P 3 has to be changed. 




128µL7 (P3 - P8) - A3x3 
B 
( 5 .12) 
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From Equations (5.2) and (5.7) the time derivative of P8 is 
1 
(5.13) 
Appendix H describes the changes made in the earlier developed 
DYSIMP model to accomodate the compensation device, and lists the pro-
gram used. This program was used to obtain simulation results for the 
compensator parameters as listed in Table VII. The system parameters 
were the same as presented in Figures 22 and 23, which was an unstable 
configuration. No Coulomb friction was included, in order to validate 
the effect of the transient flow stabilization on the system. The 
premise is that the system dynamic performance should be acceptable 









RESULTS OF A COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDY 
OF COMPENSATED SYSTEM 
u ai R c T Stability p 
(in3 ) (lb·sec/in5) (in5/lb) (sec) Result 
98 7.350 0.680 5.0 Unstable 
98 1.330 0.680 0.90 Stable 
20 2.800 0 .139 0.39 Stable, lightly 
damped 
100 0.166 0.693 0.05 Stable 
20 0.166 0.139 0.023 Stable 
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The results from this computer simulation study are presented 
in the same order as in Table VII in Figures 33 through 42. Figures 
33 and 34 show an unstable response. Comparing this result with Fig-
ures 39 and 40, for approximately the same C but the latter case a 
much smaller R, it can be concluded that a large value of R will pro-
vide less damping. This conclusion is further supported by the re-
sults shown in Figures 37 and 38, as compared with Figures 41 and 42. 
Therefore, the most important design parameter from the standpoint of 
system stability is seen to be the resistance of the capillary type 
orifice. 
Another consideration in the design of a compensation is the 
speed of response of the resulting system. It is apparent in the case 
of this compensation, that the speed of response of the stabilized 
system would literally be unaffected, given the results for the sets 
of parameters presented here. A comparison of Figures 37 and 41 (R is 
varied, C is constant) reveals that a larger R will give a slightly 
slower response. The difference is minimal, however. It is therefore 
the conclusion, that system stability is the criterion that should be 
used when the compensator parameters are chosen. 
To summarize, the largest value of R tested, which gave a com-
pletely stable response, was R 1.33 lb·sec/in5 . The value of the 
capacitance is not so important, and could be anywhere between 0.139 
and 0.693 in5/lb. Therefore, the following set of parameters is sugg-
ested for the transient flow stabilizer: 
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Figure 33. Nonlinear Study of Compensated System. 
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Figure 34. Nonlinear Study of Compensated System. 
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Figure 36. Nonlinear Study of Compensated System. 









Figure 37. Nonlinear Study of Compensated System. 
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Figure 38. Nonlinear Study of Compensated System. 
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Figure 39. Nonlinear Study of Compensated System. 
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Figure 41. Nonlinear Study of Compensated System. 
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which results in 




This set of parameters should be within the range of practically rea-
lizable design and give a perfectly stable system even in the absence 
of other stabilizing effects like Coulomb friction or a high bulk 
modulus of the operating fluid. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Summary 
The two objectives of the preceding study as introduced in section 
1.2 have been reached. 
First, it has been shown that the hydromechanical servomotor, as 
it has been installed without damping enhancement, relies on Coulomb 
friction in the load or a high value of operating fluid bulk modulus 
for its stability. This is considered to be an undependable means of 
assuring stability of a system; therefore, damping enhancement is need-
ed. 
Second, it has been verified using computer simulation, that the 
system damping can be enhanced using a form of transient flow stabili-
zation. A design configuration has been suggested and a parametric 
study through computer simulation has been conducted to establish 
bounds on the design parameters. It has been verified that transient 
flow stabilization can enhance the damping of the system under study 
and do so without appreciable effect on the overall system speed of 
response, or the input-output relationship in the steady state. It 
has also been reasoned that the suggested design configuration would 
be relatively easy to install in the field and would result in the 




The computer simulation study conducted in this thesis is the 
first step in verifying the effectiveness of transient flow stabili-
zation on this hydromechanical system. It still remains to choose the 
final design parameters and actually construct the compensator. It 
would be advisable to build a prototype and to install it in an exist-
ing field system. Thorough performance tests should be conducted, so 
that it is clear that the desired added stability and performance has 
been achieved. It is the opinion of the author that by using the sugg-
ested design parameters in section 5.5, the system would exhibit acc-
eptable performance in all aspects. 
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APPENDIX A 
DETERMINATION OF NUMERICAL VALUES 
FOR PARAMETERS 
Available for this study were most of the detail drawings of the 
servomotor parts and certain performance information in the form of 
charts or graphs provided by the manufacturer. Reference to drawing 
numbers is given where appropriate. Other information is identified 
according to source. 
Diameter of relay piston rod: 
Drawing # 650D479 
Diameter of relay piston: 
Drawing # 650D479 
Diameter of main piston: 
Drawing # 650D677 
Diameter of capillary orifice: 
Drawing # 651D422 
Diameter of relay plunger: 
Drawing # 651D422 
Orifice width of relay piston: 
Drawing # 651D422 
Relay piston top area: 
Drawing # 651D422 
85 
d 1 = 0.996 in. 
2.494 in. 
d3 = 9.99 in. 
d4 = 3/16 in. 
3.495 in. 
w1 = 1. 750 in. 
2.341 in~ 
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Clearance between relay plunger and bushing: 
Drawing # 664J541 c 2 = 0.003 in. - 0.006 in. 
If 0.004 in. is taken as a nominal value, the orifice radial clear-
ance is cr2 = 0.0020 in. 
Clearance between relay piston and relay plunger: 
Drawing # 664J541 c 1 = 0.004 in.- 0.0055 in. 
If 0.004 in. is taken as a nominal value, the orifice radial clear-
ance is 
Clearance between the main pis.ton and its housing: 
Drawing # 664J541 cr3 = 0.0020 in. 
Capillary orifice length: 
Drawing # 651D422 4.0 in. 
Length of leakage path past main piston: 
Drawing 271A927 L3 = 0.8 in. 
This parameter is hard to estimate, and is taken to be approximately 
equal to the sum of the effective compressed seal lengths on the 
piston. 
Pilot relay spring constant (11) : 
Supplied by servomotor manufacturer 
Main relay spring constant (10) : 
Supplied by servomotor manufacturer 
Main relay spring preload: 
Supplied by servomotor manufacturer 
Volume of fluid above relay plunger: 
Supplied by servomotor manufacturer 
30.0 lb/in. 
k2 = 212.0 lb/in. 




Volume of fluid under main piston in zero position: 
Supplied by servomotor manufacturer 30.0 in~ 
Equivalent mass of steam chest lever and valves: 
Drawings # 499C416 and # 664J573 
mass of valves, etc. 
r 
mass of lever 
2 2 2 2 m = m4 Cx4/L) + m5 (x5/L) + m6 (x6/L) + m7 cx7/L) + ms e 
m4 = ms = m7 = ms 0.487 lb·sec2/in. 
m6 = 0.487 + 2.487 = 2.974 lb"sec2/in. m = 1. 3656 lb·sec 2/in. e 
Orifice discharge coefficient: 
A common estimate for this variable, which depends on orifice type, 
Reynolds number etc. is to set it at 
= 0.625 
Fluid viscosity: 
For MIL5605 A at the expected operating temperature 
_5 
µ = 2.2•10 lb•sec/in. 
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Fluid density: 
For MIL5606 A 
Fluid bulk modulus of elasticity: 
For MIL5606 A a theoretical value of S = 230,000 psi. is often used, 
but experience has shown this value to be too high. This parameter 
depends highly on the amount of air entrained in the oil. A good 
value based on previous experience is 
Mass of main piston and rod: 




















S 110,000 psi. 
p•Vol/g 
0.286 {n(9.99) n(2 996) 
• 2.5 + ~ •30.25} 386 4 
0.303 lb•sec 2/in. 
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Main valve underlap: 
Drawing # .664J541 
u 
u 
U = 0.000 - 0.002 in. 
* The feedback coefficients x 3 and a: 
Figure 4 shows the main piston displacement x 3 as a function of 
control oil pressure, P1 , for steady-state operation. This graph may 
* be used to determine the feedback parameters, x 3 and a. 
Figure 4 shows two different cases and as discussed in section 2.3 
they correspond to data measured in the field by K. N. Reid on the 
system after overhaul, and information supplied by the manufacturer of 
the servomotor (two-slope cam) . There is uncertainty as to which par-
ticular feedback cam was used in the system before overhaul, so a range 
of feedback parameters should be investigated. 
When the system is at rest in a steady state, the equations 
developed in section 2.2 are a set of algebraic, nonlinear equations. 
This equation set can be solved successively, given a certain initial 
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steady-state operating point x 3 i. The steady-state equations are: 
(A .1) 
(A. 2) 
128µL 4Q4 2.28PQ4 
(l+----
Tid: 16TI µ L4 
(A. 3) 
/cx2 
2 2 I 
;(2;p) p4 Qs = cdrrw1 - x ) + crl 1 (A .4) 
lex Q3 cdrrd6 - x + U) 2 + 
2 I 
;( 2/P) (P - p 3> 2 4 cr2 2 
(A .5) 
/(x4 cd7Td6 + U) 2 + 2 I A21P) p3 Q6 = - x2 cr2 (A. 6) 
Q4 Qs (A. 9) 
F = (TI /4) d2 p3 ext 3 
(A.10) 
* x -4 x3 a x3 (A.11) 
It is apparent, that these equations cannot be solved directly, 
without some iterative calculations, because of the nonlinear orifice 
equations. It therefore seems feasible to use the computer to obtain 
the steady-state solution. Successive iterations will allow deter-
* mination of x 3 and a. 
Appendix C contains a source listing of a Fortran IV program, 
which was written to solve the steady-state equations. The solution 
starts with a selected value for x 3i. Figure 3 is used in a tabular 
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form to calculate the external load corresponding to each value of x 3 i 
and a corresponding value for P1 . The program was written to solve 
the set of equations for a number of values of x 3i and to construct a 
plot similar to Figure 4. In two cases, the program uses an iterative 
regula-falsi method to solve for the variable x 2 and also Q4 • 
* To estimate approximate values for x3 and a it can be assumed that 
at steady state 6x1 = 6x2 = ~x4 • For a given increase in control press-
ure, 6 IJ.r a corresponding displacement of the main piston, 6x3 , can be 
found from Figure 4. Also, 6x1 can be calculated from Equation (A.l) 
as 
From Equation (A.11) 
From Figure 4, Curve B, an arbritrary change in P1 and the correspond-
ing change in x 3 are 
~P1 = 35.0 - 25.7 = 9.3 psi. 
6.0 - 2.0 4.0 in. 
For this 6P1 , the following value of 6X4 is obtained: 
1.27 in. 
4 • 30.0 
Therefore, a 1.27/4.0 0.32 
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* The value of the initial displacement, x 3 can now be determined using 
Equations (A.l) and (A.11) and P1 = 35.0 psi., x 3 = 6.0 in. That is, 
35.0 (2.4942 - 0.9962 ) 
4 . 30.0 
and therefore 
4.79 - O.J2e6.Q = 2.87 in. 
This estimate of the feedback coefficients does not take into 
account the leakage flow past the main piston. The complete set of 
steady-state equations were solved using the program in Appendix C 
and the results were very close to the above estimate. From the data 
measured by K. N. Reid, using the single slope cam, the results are: 
a = 0.32 and 2.90 in. 
For the two-slope cam represented also in Figure 4, these pertinent 
values are 
For P1 <34.25 psi: 
* Cl. = 0.90 and x3 2.10 in. 
For P1 >34.25 psi: 
* a = 0.45 and x3 = 3.38 in. 
APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF THE LINEAR TRANSFER 
FUNCTION 
In section 3.2, the following set of linear algebraic and differ-








f:.Q3 = al (l:.x2 - DX ) - b l:.P3 4 1 
(B. 7) 
t:..Q6 = a2 (f:.X4 - f:.X ) + b2 6P 3 2 (B. 8) 
6Q5 = a3 (t:.x2 - t:.x ) + b3 6P 4 1 (B. 9) 
-t:.P 4 a4 6Q4 
(B.10) 
6x = 4 a.t:.x3. (B .11) 
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One additional simplifying assumption was made for this approxi-
mate analysis. In Equation ~B.5) the compressibility effect of the oil 
in the chamber above the relay plunger has been deleted. This simpli-
fication makes the derivation somewhat less involved. Since the vol-
ume is relatively small, the accuracy of the solution should not be 
affected appreciably. 
2 2 
In equation (B.l), A1 = ('TT/4) (d2 - d 1 ). And in Equations (B.3) 
and (B.6), A3 = ('TT/4) d~ , which serves to make the notation simpler. 
The set of 11 equations in 12 unknowns can be combined to yield 
the desired closed-loop transfer function. Equations (B.10), (B.9) and 
(B.5) can be combined to yield 
(B .12) 
Also, Equations (B.4), (B.6), (B.7) and (B.8) can be combined to give 
. . 
(U 3/B) (6P3 ) + A3 (6x3 ) + c 3 (6P3 ) 
The Laplace transform can be obtained for each equation assuming 
zero initial conditions on all variations 6. For simplicity the same 
notation is used for the time and Laplace domain forms of the changed 
variables. Equations (B.12) and (B.13) can be rewritten as 
. 
{Cu3/S)S + c3 +bl+ b2}(6P3) (al+a2) (6X2 - 6X4) - A3(6X3)s (B .14) 
(B .15) 
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From Equations (B.l), (B.2), (B.11) and (B.15) 
Defining B1 = 
l 
~ + b 3 ), the above equation reduces to 
a4 
(B.16) 
From Equations (B.3), (B.11) and (B.14) 
(B.17) 
Finally, Equations (B.16) and (B.17) can be combined to eliminate 




Equation (B.18) is the final, linearized closed-loop transfer 
function, describing the relationship between (6P1 ) and (6x3). 
In order to be able to determine numerical values for the para-
meters of Equation (B.18), a steady-state operating point must be 
chosen and the numerical values for the corresponding xli' x 2i' x 4i' 
P3i' P4 i and Q4i found. It was mentioned in Appendix A that a Fortran 
IV program was developed to do this task. This program is listed in 
* Appendix c. For the values of a= 0.32 and x 3 = 2.90 in., the follow-
ing results were obtained at the steady-state operating point 
x3 = 4.0 in.: 
xli = 4.14167 in. 
x2i 4.17934 in. 
x4i = 4.18000 in. 
p3i = 103.00 psi. 
p4i = 5.690 psi. 
By using the parameter values presented in Table II, it is possi-
ble to substitute in values for all the parameters in Equation (B.18) 
and to arrive at a transfer function for a small deviation from a given 
steady-state operating point. 
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One parameter remains to be determined, and that is the spring 
constant in the equation of motion for the main piston (B.3). From 
Figure 3 it is seen that the load curve has a large negative slope in 
the vicinity of x 3 = 4.0 in. The load characteristic in this region 
can be approximated by 
The constant k 3 is negative and from Figure 3 is found as 
k 3 = -3,450 lb/in. 
Numerical values for the remaining parameters in Equation (B.18) 
are as follows: 
2 d2) Al = (1T/4) (d -x 1 
kl = 30 lb/in. 
A2 2.341 in~ 
k2 212 lb/in. 






-3 5 u3;S = 344/110,000 = 3.127·10 in /lb. 
9.992 (0.001/2) 3 -3 5 -------'------...;._-'----= 0.186"10 in /sec·lb. 
12 • 2.2·10-6 -o.s 
al 0.625"1T"3.495/(2/8·10-
5 ). (300-103)1 15.2·103 





5) • <s .69) 1 1.3·103 
. 2 I in sec. 
. 21 in sec. 
. 2 I in sec. 
-3 5 51.8·10 in /lb·sec. 
-3 5 142.2·10 in /lb·sec. 
= 4.29 in5/1b·sec. 
(x2i-x4i+U) 
2 /300 - 1031 
215.69 1 
128 . 2.2·10-6 • 4 
1T (3/16) 4 
-3 2 = 290.1·10 sec/in. 
a. 0. 32 
212 -3 
(1/290.1·10 + 4.29) 2.341 700.67 




B4 700.67 + 1300 = 200.67 
39.9·10-6 (-3,450) + 78.38 78.24 








A block diagram representing the system is shown in Figure 43. 
In this diagram the complete nonlinear load on the system is shown, 
but other parts of the system (valve characteristics) are in their 
linearized form for clarity. 
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THE STEADY-STATE SOLUTION 
The complexity of the system of equations required that a computer 
program be developed to obtain the steady-state solution. This com-
plexity was even more apparent when it was seen that the feedback co-
* efficients, a and x3 , could not be determined directly from the system 
drawings. 
Equations (A.l) through (A.11) must be solved iteratively. To 
start the solution, it is neccessary to choose a value of the piston 
position. For a particular value of piston position, x 3 , a value of 
the steady-state load, F t' can be determined from Figure 3. This in ex 
turn gives a value of pressure under the piston, P3 , from Equation 
(A.10). Equation (A.11) can be used to determine a value of relay 
bushing displacement, x4 . Then Equations (A.8), (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7) 
can be combined to obtain a value of x2 . These latter equations com-
bine to give a nonlinear equation in x 2 , which has to be solved numer-
ically. The program uses the Secant method to reach a solution to 
this equation and another nonlinear equation resulting from Equation 
(A.3). With a value for x2 determined, Equation (A.2) can be used to 
find the pressure P4 and Equation (A.3) can be used to approximate Q4 . 
There then remains only to use Equation (A.l) to find the control oil 
pressure, P1 . 
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A computer program was written based on the above sequence. The 
program was used to obtain the steady-state values of all system varia-
bles. These values provided the initial values for the dynamic simu-
lation, as well as information to calculate the linearized coeffici-
ents in the linear simulation program. This program was also used to 
* find values of the feedback coefficients, a and x 3 , by comparing the 
calculated x 3 v.s. P1 relation to the experimentally derived relations 
in Figure 4. This calculation was done for a range of coefficients, 
until a good match was obtained. 
The program which follows consists of a main program and several 
subroutines. Subroutine STSOLN incorporates the equations from App-
endix A, calling on FTABLE to interpolate in the load data table, and 
ROOT to solve the nonlinear equations. The subroutine INPAR calculates 
some parameters to be used in STSOLN, in order to make the implementa-
tion of the equations themselves simpler. Numerical values for the 
system physical parameters are set by a BLOCK DATA subprogram. 
This program was set up to be run interactively on the OSU time 
sharing option, TSO, and was also developed with the future incorpo-
ration into the linear integration program in mind. 
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c 
RF'' I' AR 111 
CfMMON /VDL/CO,RG,XHLJ1UETA,AlfA,(~l1Cl102,U3,041060 
Ii.. I, lJ ,p?, H 3 , XL 4 ,XI( l , X 1<2,) 113 ,x ~3 , X 1'4, Fl , ~3 ,V 3 I 1V4 I , 
IAR?,XST,fS,CRl,(k2 
------- p 1=3.-141 ~<;?, -
P tP. II I= f C •t' I *illi ~S CR Tl 2. /~GI 
PARl71=C:C*Fl•hl•SCkTl?./FCI 
PAR 111 =P l*O ~*I Lli-J/21**3 /I 12. *XML* XL! I 




-------PARIAl=AI FA . . . . 
PAK l•H= XK I 
fARllOl=Xl<2 
PARllll=L 
------·p·.AR 117 l•P? -· ... 
Pllk I 13 I= f S 
PAii.i 141=FFX1 
PAii.ii'> l=0'.1+~2*Pll4. 
P i1H I H• I =CR l 
PAK II 11 =CR J 
PM< Ill\ l=.XST 
RFHRN 
-·----- FNn .. ··-· --·· .. --· 
c. 
c 
C 1;1v111,; H~fFICAl VALUES H HE CCllSUNTS LSH -·-c---------··- -·-· .. .. . . . .. .. . . - -······ ·-···. - ...... . 
Plll(I< CHA 
f.OMM!IN I \Al /Cll .P.U .xr~u .bE 1A .Alf.\ .c 1'3. Cl. (2 ,03 1C4. (6. 
I WI , U. I';>, XL~ , XL", XK l, XK2, XK 3, M13, XM 4, R 1 1 R 3, V 3 l , ~4 I , 
-----·-- ··1111<:> .xsr .rs .cRL .r.i;.2 
f. 
RFAL CC/ .1.?5/,Ell/8.l-C5/,~ML/2. 2E-Ot/,tl(l,\/2.3EC~/, 
I f lei I • 0 0 l / • Jl I I. 'l 'I/,/, Cl I? • 4<J4 I ,.J:> I 'l , '1 ~I, J4 I • l 8 7 5 /, 
---- ·71< 1/J.75/ ,IJ/ .OOJ/,P2/3CG, / ,H3/. BJ 1l'l4/4. / ,U6/J,4S5/, 
1X KI HO • I , X K 21.? I .? • /,, X K Y- :: 4 5 0 • / , X M 3 / , 3 CJ I , >M 4 I I • 3 i 5 6 / , 
1<FAI kl/l~.37'J/,V.11/H4./,~41/l l.6/, 
IAR7/i'. H CJ, r S/ I~. 51 






LINEAR SYSTEM DYNAMIC SIMULATION PROGRAM 
The following contains a brief description of the Fortran IV pro-
gram which was developed to simulate the linearized version of the 
servo system model presented in Chapter III. A complete source list-
ing of the program is provided at the end of this Appendix. 
This program employs a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration algo-
rithm to obtain a numerical solution to the system of equations. The 
system model is fourth order, and so four equations are needed to 
calculate the time derivatives of the dynamic variables. 
A main program sets the integration stepsize and final time, and 
calls upon a routine INCOND to solve the steady-state equations for a 
chosen initial position x3 . INCOND uses other routines to perform 
the neccessary calculations, including FTABLE to interpolate in the 
load data table and ROOT, which is a nonlinear algebraic equation 
solver. ROOT has to be called upon to solve for x2 and Q4 , from 
Equations {A.4) and (A.3) respectively. The steady-state solution for 
all twelve variables is obtained from a user supplied value for x3 . 
The function subprogram RUNGE is the actual integration routine. 
It is called by the main program and it is entered five times for each 
integration step. The main program also calls the subroutine DERFUN, 
which supplies the neccessary values of the time derivatives at each 
105 
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time t. The algebraic and dynamic equations in DERFUN are implemented 
using a set of parameters, K(i), from the subroutine PAR. Values of 
the system physical parameters are initialized using a BLOCK DATA 
subprogram. 
The resulting dynamic simulation program is designed to be run 
interactively, using a Tektronix graphics terminal; the output is dis-
played in graphical form. A subprogram QCKPLT, available in the Mech-
anical Engineering program library, is used to do the graphics, 
including all scaling. The plotting subprogram prompts the user for 
the variable he wishes to display, giving all the dynamic variables 
as candidates for plotting. 
The only input to the simulation program is the chosen steady-
state point x3 , and then a few prompts regarding the output form. 
Following is a source listing of the simulation program as it 
was used when obtaining the results presented in Chapter III. 
r. 
c------------------------------------------------~---------r. Hd S t'KCGflAM IS A l INEAk S ll'LLll TIC!\ CF A HYORAullC 
·-·r.·----- SFHliO SYSTH. IT ust:s A FuUIHH rni:!R KUl\(E Kull~ 
(. l"fFGl!Alllll'< PHCCFCJUl\f IC 11\HGK;\fE lh( 4Th CRC:E& 
C SYSlHI CF IST OIWb{ LlolEAll UllFEIUllllAL EUUAllC"~· 
C. lHf- Ptif:GFA.~ Slll~ES A STU(Y SL\Tf [(l\DITICN fHIJRE 
-r.·---·--001NG ThF OYN.'<MIL 511-ILLAllGN.Vf lhE SYSTEI'. THIS 
C F~rVl0fS Tf-E NECESSAKY VALUES FOR ltCSE CCEFFICIEl\IS 
C: IN ltil'.'. OYl\Af'IC ECLATHNS. IHH DERIVE fiHI' NCl\Lll\UKl-
i; TIFS. lHF STFAIJY-SHTL 11\ITIAL LCl\UIHCI'\ fOR Thi 
--r---11\lFC.RAT 10 IS FIXED. - - - - . . . - - -
r. r. All Of.ATE LOtc.CAIA mu.:k l·TC7f001 
-g---~llffArE_AI\ cu1put Fil[ Ll\OElt_f'(lOFOOI --------- -- ------
r.-------------------------------------------------------
I I' PI IC I 1 ~f tL I A-ll, 0- ll 
kfAl i-;( 201 o )$1 121oXSULI41 
---~-llFAL XST 112 I - - - -· -- . 
INTIGF R HUl\GE 
RFAL Fl41,Xl41 
IHAl x11;r;J1,0X317501.P3125Cl,P4125CloXTl2501 
-r:---~---- - - . . . . . - . . . . 
C SFT SJ FPS llf H, 11\TEG~AT ICN 1 HIE TM.6Xo FREIJUENCY Of 
C PRll\oTllUT !Ft<Eu 
r. -------"-''4 __ _ 
I--" .ooo 'i 
-HIAX=ll • I 
IFIUoO=I -·· _,,. ,,.- - --:--.=---- -- - .. 
C (Al CUL AT ING Tlif Sl EAUY STATE CON fCR USE IN ll-1E 
C DVl\AMIC FCltllCNS 
c 
-- -------CAI l · 1 Nf.f;NI: I XS I 
c 
WR ITFI f!, l lc II 11)SIII1l=I1121 
l7b FrKIUTI' TH STfi\OY STATE CONUITION 
-----·-·1171• x1•.17,•1=•,G1s.a1111 -
IS: I ,/ / • 
r. 
c 
CAI L l'Ak I K. )SI -·c-









X 14 I =ll 0 




f., SET TtE 11\ITIAL LGNUITIGN FUR THE 11\TEGRATICI\ 
c 
X31N=4 .C 





C CAif.ili Alf Al\O PRll\T SCU.llOI\ AT Tll'E T ---.:------ - - - -- --- -------------- - -·· - ------
l O XTll\Sllll=T 
X'll f\SOLl:JC311\+Xlll 
---~i~U1~7'.~'P~ i~~~ f ~,-
P411\snL l=P41N•Xl41 
"RITE 11Ce2C21 1oX311\SCLloCX31NSCllof311'\SCLloP411\SOLl r. 
-c-----CATl-ClN lFE FOURTH ORCER RUNGE KL TTA FUNCTlON-
C 
r. 




"tFN M•I COl'PUTE OEHl~ATl\E \ALLIES 
IF !tld!l:•.!J G_Q_JC __ l;! ___ ----------------
C HE SYSHM Gf flkST OROER OlfflRENTl.6L EOLATICNS 
C lfllAINEO FIH,.. SLEIUJUT !NE fERfUN 
c ---------c:-an llERFJN (Ki XS~ x; Fl 




13 IF IT .LE ,TMAJll GO TO lb r.r 1r. qc;q 
-,.,.,---·rc.otNT= I C:Cll\ l+ 1 
t. 
t. Fllll\T llESLL lS Oil C:All UIRECTLY 0 RUl\GE 
r. 
-----1F-llf.OUNT~NE";1fkEO1 ·GO 10·-11------
I C!lllNl "O 
"'Sill =N SOI~ I 
f,0 )fl l 0 
--·99 .. --"RI lF I 6, ;OJ I 
RFAr.I 61 ;>C4 IM 
Gf TOll,21],4,51,M 
• C All u f. ~Pl 1 I X T , )3 1 N SO l , '1 !Mt: IS l C I i' , 'X 3 II I\ I $ ' , 
-rnt.FAR HMLLAT10ta•.c,5,c1 - --- ............ . 
PAllSF 
GC lfi <i<;<; 
2 CALL uCKPLT(l<T,lllCJ,NSOL, 0 Tll'EISECl$ 1 , 1 0X3111\/SECl$ 1 , 
~-----,·u~FAR SIMllLATlON$•,o,5,0I ..... --- -- .... 
PAii ~F 
GO 111 <;<,<> 
'\ f.611. IJCKPl.Tf)(l,P3.NSLlL.'Tll'EISEt:JS•,•P31PSIGl$ 1 , 
---------·1 11 INFAR SIMlJLAllGNS' .c,5,c1 
PAll Sf 
Gf, TO qqq 
4 f.AI l IJCKPL lll<lol''ool<SOJ., 0 TIMEISECI$' , 1 P41FS!Gl$ 0 , 




GO HI 'Vi'i 




llll H.!lMATlll-. J5.'1 1 ,llllo 1 Xll1 1 .TJ3. 1 Xl21 1 .T4J,•xl31'.tf3, 
1'~141',//I 
-707· -n,i;r.iArtlll oF7.5,?J<,41Gl5,411 
lOl tnKi'IAT (1 CD YJlJ wnNI TU SEC: 1-1: SIJLIJTION PLOTT[O?' • '· 
I' Af\S: 1:x3 2=i.lX3 J=P3 4=P4 VS, I IME 1 
:;>,/,I NO PIOT=5 1 1 
704 ffik~AT I 111 
'i STOF 
-------·FNfl - ·- ---·--------------·--- -----·----
C 
(.------------------------------------------------------~---(; Sllfl~OllTll\E CEllfllN UEFINES TH O~f\AMIC ECUATIClliS --c---.. Tr: PF HTEG~ATEC -- .. . . - -- ·---·--· .. ·-·-
C: 
c--------------------------------------------------- ------
-·r. -- S IIfl~ filll lf\F [EkflJNIK.xs.x.ox I 
IMPI If. IT kF AU ,\-H .n-z I 
I< FA l K I I I , XS I I I 
RFAI. ox111.x111 
-.;---- ·nFFlt-.ING.THE INPUT PRESSLRE r. 
X IN=,;> 7 
f. 
--c--·--nFFININC TH l\LGEl!RAIC ECUATIU'IS 
f. r. 
Xl=l(fl <;HXIN 
------x;i= Kl I q /Kl 181 *XI 41 ~K (51•XI11 
C Fl ) I= XS I;> 1-X!> I t, I ti<. I 3 I 
f.fl );>=X514 l-XS121+Kl.ll 
OFI >l=X~l21-X~l ll 
---·--ol=Kll I~ IKl2l*K1191/K I lBl*XI 41-iJELXJ~ ,5/Kl2 I 01311 





0'l=K16 I 4 I KI 11*IX2-X11+. 5 4U( U3/ K 111•)I4 11 
OFFINING lHf lt-.TEGR~TIGN ECLtTIC~S 




l:J!l?l l./Kl~l*IU3-ub-K( ICl*H21-Kllll•J<l311 
OXlltl l .• /1Kll21•Kll'Jll*IC4-C5-Kl51•KllBl•Xl2ll 
--R FT liRN 
Fl\O 
f. ---- - -- -- - -- --·-------- ----------- - -------- - ----------·c---. Sl1RRCillT llllE PAR EVALUATES IH PAR.tMH ERS USED IN H£ 
C OtNAMIC SlMLLATIC~ 
f. 
c-------------------------------------------------------c ·- ~ 
r.' 
Sllil~f.ll Tl NF P>1i\I K, XS I 
mPl.IC IT Kf AU ,\-It, 0-l 1 
II FA l K II I, XS I I I 
i:r1-1~r1• /~At./CIJ,,<L,J.~u.11Llt,tll-.\,(f!J,(l,l2,['.)3,t.;4,[6, 
I WI oil ot' /, ) I 1, XI 4, XK I , ~Kl.,) K 3 , >1H , >:-4 , Ill r RJ o l/J I r 114 I , 
J~A? .xsr ,fs,c1<1 .r«? 
(. r.Ff INING T~E PtRAMEIEKS 10 e& USEC It-. THc 
C: SVSlFM ECLATIGt-.S 
r: 
----p1:3~·1.r, 1c;q77 




KI 51= Alf A 
l<ln l"'C:llHI •H•SCKJ12,/RC I 
Kf 1 l=SORTI X51711 
K 18 I =XS 17 I - XS I l I 
Kl'il=VH/llFIA. 
---·----1( II 0 I= P 1/4, •CH*2 
Kl l 1 l=PI •OJ t IL!UU, I **J/ 112 •*XMU•XL3 I 
K II ii: II~ l/llFTA 
KI I 3 I= XMl.llX l3*P l*C3/ I Ck~/;, t( XM ~OM~ 11 
-----I(( I 41 =In.* >~LI'' XL4/ ( F '''U4**4 I•' l .+2. *.2 .zd•R c•xs I<; II 
11 l 6 , •PI 4 >MU• XL 4 11 
Kll51=Pl/4,41Ul**2-Dl•*.21/XK1 
Kl I 61= XK '/I >M"h XM41 




-----~;R llEI I 0, [I) I ·xs 15 I ,-Alf A-.Xl'T 




r.---------------------------------------------------------t:: INI llAI llAllON OF DI.TA VALLES FO fi,f SYSTEM l'CDEL -... - .. -··--·-··. -·-· . --·---·---· - - ·---- - . . .. 
c:-----------------------------~----------------------~-llLOCK DA 1A 
~r.~---,-[14MCN ·;v·Al/Cn. RO.X MU. BfT ~.ALFA ,(R3. c 1. 02.0 ], 04, Ct. 
l h I • U ,p 7, )l l , H 4 , JI Kl , X ~2 , >IU ,JCM3 , Xl'4 , i; I 1 R.3 , V 3 I o 114 I 1 
1AR7oXST~fS,CRl,CR;> 
c 
------RFAl Cr./ .625/tflll/ 8 ,E-C5/, XML./ 2. 2E'-Gt /,BE TAI 2. 3EC ~ /, 
I rrn I • () 0 I I • c I I • <; 96 / • D2 ll • 4 ~4 I • J j / 'J • Vi I • ,,,, I • L s J 5 I • 
?06/3,4'i~l.~l/l, J~/,L/.JO';,/ ,F2/JCC,/ ,)LJ/.8/ ,XL4/t, ,/, 
3XKl/1J./,XK7/21?./,XK!/-!449./,XM3/,!C3/,>M4/l,3£5b/ 
------RFAI \i31/344,/,V'tl/ll.b/, 
lAKl/7, HU, XST /3, 3J/,f.i/ l.l.5J, 
7[Hl/,OOl/,C~2/,UUl/, 





c.:..· ___ _:;:. ____ _::__ -~-..:_.;.:,: _____ - -- - - - --------- -------- - --- - -------
(. 
·-i:----·11-r FllNCllO f!tll\GE EMPLmS TH: FCUlnl- OHOEk Rl.JNGE KLTTA 
C: l'FTHOil ~llH l\lJTTA'S CCFFFll.IENTS TC 11\TEGllATE A SYSTEM OF 
r. N SIMlllTtNLCllS Hl<SI l'fWE>< OtWlt.,\RY ClffEREl\TIAL CCU!lGNS 
C F I .I I =IJ Y I J I / [ X , J" l , ;. , ••• d AC~ L::. S C N £ S r £ P U F LEN CT ll h W THE 
-··-r.---· INOFPF"Oft.T VAHIAULF ~. ~UiJECT lC HI TIH Clf\CIT ICl\S Y IJI, 
C J=l.7, •••• N. lACti FIJJ, ,TJIE Ut:Rl\AllVF Of Yl~l• ~UST BE COH 
f. Plllfll Ht.I< 1H1LS Pt!< INrEGl<Al IUI\ ST £F llY THE CALL ING Pl<.UGRAM 
f. Tl-F FUNCTIOI\ MLST ~F CALLEO FIVE Tl~ES FER SlEP IFASS!ll ••• 
·r.----·-- FASSl511 SO THH Tlif 11JUEFENCE1H VARIAULE VALLE") MW THE 
f. Sfil 1Tll1N llAllJES Vil J ... Ylf\1 CAii EE LH.HEL: U:ilt.G TllE kUNGE 
C KIJllA AIGOklTHH. HIS TH PASS CCt.~lE!{, RLl\GI: Rt::TU~NS AS 
C IJS llAUJF I TO SIGNAL THAT ALL CO:IVATIVES BE EVALUATELJ UK 0 
-···-c ·----- ·1n SlliNAL HAT rnr INTEGPAJIO.S FHtESS FCR TH (URREr-T STEP 
C IS FINISl-ED. SAVEYCJI I~ l..Sbj TC SAVE 11-E lf.lllH \JILUE 




IMl'l If. 11 KF ALI 11-H ,lJ-Z I 
RFAL Y,f,X,1-
INTfGFK RUNGE 
r.IMff\SICI\ l'HC5CloSAVEYl~OJ,YI 11.fl II 
OATA MIO/ --i:------- ···-
M=M-tl 
Gf I c; 11 ,2 .3 ,4 , 5 I , M 




f. ..... PASS ? ..... 
· 2 r.n ;7 J=t.r. 
SAllnC.1 l=YI .II 
Ptd I.I I= f I.I I 
77 YIJJ=SA\fYC.JI t 0.5*1l*FIJl 
----·ll:X t O.~*H -· ··--··· 
kUNc-F= I 
HTl-RN 
c. -r------- ·- - - ,-;·;~.-.PASS- "3 •• -.. ~:-
'I nr 3:i J=t ,I\ 
I' I- I I .I I =I' le (( J I+ 7 • 0 tf I .I I 
·n Y 1.1 l=S AVEY I JI t 0 .5*1-'*F CJ I 
.... -·· RliNf.f'=I ·- .. 
RF l lil<N 
c: 
(. .. .... PASS 4 ••• ., 
4 · r.o 44 J = t • ~; 
Pll I C .II = Pll I I JI + 2. 0 e< f (.ll 
·44 YI.I l=SA\lfVI J l+h•HJ I 
/.=X tO. ~~ti 
l<W·JC:F= I 
l<f TU;~; 
r. .. ••• FASS 5 ..... 
--·-··i;--nff-55 J:l,N -- -···--·-·-····· 
;5 'IC.ll=SA\fYl.11 -t IPHllJl+flJll*H/6.0 
Jo!=O 
FUNGF•O • ----l<FTURN ... ·-----------------------·--------- ---- ------ -· -
I C 
· FNO • 
k=.;.--"=.;.-;;;:,;;;..-;;""";;;.-;;·;.;..:.-.;.::;.;=-;;~-"'"'°""'""'"'~.;;.·.;.;...;..;.:"'"'~"'-;;;;;;;;...;. ____ .;. __ .;;. ______ _ 
i c 
IC. THIS PRCGFH fir.OS SlEACY STATE VALLES fU JFE 
I C SIATFS TO Rf lJSfD IN TtlE DYt.AMIC Sll'LLATICN CF 
~-c----F\'OFfMFO-~f\ INCAL SERVO, . . ... .. . . 
! C A llAIUF CF)) IS CHCStN f[l< HIE SHHY STATE ANC: 
i f. i~~Sr:1~B:Ms~~HVl~H~a:~tE crnER vARlAllLEs AT mis 
1-c-----1N 11-.0 CASFS AN I TEkAll VE kt'GULA FAlSI 1'£1HGO IS 
: c USFC: ro srt~E 'NONllNEAk ECLAT ICN. 
I r. 
i C ALIOCAJE WE FILE L.OAD.DATA LNDER f1C7F001 BEFCRE 
1-·-r.----1mNl'dNG . . .. 
f. 
c;--~-------------------~---------------------------------r. 
----suRROllT I ,E - 11\C OU IX,.. -··-- - . - - ·--- -··-- - ----··- - -
r. 
RFAI. PJIRl201.Xll21,X3TABl2'1J,PJTABl;i'il 
C.OIMCN I \Al. /Cil, RU ,XMU 1llE I A 1ALFA oCl'3 1Cl, (2 ,03 ,(4, [6, 
-----rwl•U.P 2' H ~. J<l ~.)Kl. >K2. >K3 ,J<MJ •Xl(4 ,Rl .R3 ,v31, H' • 
IAF?.xsr.FS.CRl .• CR2 
i: 
ITH.IX=20 
f PS=l .E-04 
~---"_c_r~~~!_ _______________________ ----· __ .. _____ --·- . 
G INPUT THE 51fAOY STATE LCM; l.URVE 11\ HllULllF f(J<M . 
r. 
~---~f.!Q__!}' •?02 !. _l_X3T AB !JI_, !'3I ~EI l.Ld~ l 1 ~CT AB I 
c 
c 








------RfTIRN -- ·-·-· 
fl\I) 
r. c..-------------------------------------·--------------------r.·------- -scLv 111r. FCR THE 12 STEACY 51ATE PilRA•1ElERS 
r. l:-------- -------------- -- ----------- - --------- __ .:.,,. __ ---------. r. 
-------sl-HROlll Hf s l SC 11\ I PAR .. Tl' IX. (PS .xsr .x .x JT AU. FJT ilf 
·- I , NII JAii i I-' 0 
U) 
(. 
KfAl PARllloX(lloXJTAllllloP31AL>lll ----r.--·-------·· 
f. 11\PllT A Cf<CSH \/AlllE Cf XJ FOR A STEALY STATE 
C 1:CMllTIGN 
c - -r.--------------·- -
loRl1Fl6,;J.I) 
77> HRl'Ar I' INFUT A VALUE FCR Xj:' I 
RFAGI'> •*IX( 11 -c-------- ------ - -· - --·- --- ---- ·----------· -·-------- ----
Xl4l=PAR 181*XI31+ X~T 
XI 6 l=f T APLE ll<31AU ,p 3TAii, >I 31 ,NO TAB I 
c -----1nq------- ·-------- ---------------------------------
XI= l<l 41-.002 
XR=X 14 Ii .007 




C.All RCOTIXI ,XR,K,PAH,Xl4J,)(ol ,P4olll'All,EPS,Xl211 




-r.Al. l Rf Cl IX I ,x R .K ,p AR .x lit I, X lo I, X 17 I, IJM AX, EPS ,X 191 I 
XflOl-=Xl~I 
)I I I= XI 7 1-SCJR TI IX 19 I II P Ai< 12 l*S (.) RTI X 17 I I I I** 2-PAR I 16 I* «2 I 
··---Jll'>l=l'AR('ll/PAKl7J»XI II 
) Iii I = P AR ( l I ~ S ;JR T I 11 X I 2 I - X I '• I i i' AR I I l I I 4 * 2 i PAR I l 7 I H 2 I 
I * IP AR I I 2 I- X I t I I I 
X II I I=? iii\ I I I «SJR Tl I I XI 4 J- XI 21 •PAK I 1111 ~· 2-tf> ARI 1 i I '*2 I 





c-------------------------------------------------------------c-------sn11 fS- ll EfdT IV EL y Ari ECUI T !CN Ls ING SECANT - -
r. [_----------------------------------------------------------(. . 
--------·-s·IJi\lHHIT I llF ~OOTC XOSNG .x 151\G ,1< ,p AR, ~4 5fl;G oi'JSNG ,p4 Sf>iG, 
l ITMAX,FPS,X I 
REAl'l<fl xc.x1.x4,p3,p4 .uEI lAXoDELTAf,fQ,fl 




··-----p 3=P 1SNG 
c' 
r. 




r.r I .I I ;(TNAX 
----- f I = fliS I XI , ~,PO:. R, X4 , Pl, P4 I 
IFIDll1I IFll.IF..EPSIC.O Tll s~s 
f fl T Af FO-f I· 
[f-IOH Af.fC.lllG() TU ada 
-------·-nfl TAX f l/OfLT,\r*O[ LTAX -·· 
JIO=XI 
XI= XI+ 1l Ell AX 
1.tUlfl 6,33JI XI of I 
--'J"ICT-·Fr.RllATI' •,iCJ5.<JI ------------
r. lflllARSlflH TAXI .LE.C.CJOl I GC TC 999 
F O=F I 




--~q.,-- )=-St.GI IX 11 - -- - -- - ·- ------- -
20 Fr.lll'All'Jl,•SF.CANJ llEKAllCI\ I-UR CASE 1 .llo 









RfAl*B ),)14,p3,p4,A,60C.0Lot;,CR2 of2ofLST 
RFAI PA Id l I 
A=PARI I I 





Fil= PAK I 121 
r. 
lfl K.E0.21GC TC 2 --c---------- - --
r. 
fl1S l =R• PJ - IHI OSO KT I I IX-X4+U 1**2~CR.<H21• IP2-P311-
IOSl.IRTC I I X4-hLll**2+C.R2**21*f31 I I 
r,(l TO 9qq 
;> FLS1•1'?-P4-C*X-C*O*X**2 --c----------·· ·-· 
~q<; llfH l!N 
FNO 
r. 
T. ·::;;-.;c::·c.:.-:;;..: ..;_-_ '- ;;;·..;_;.. _ --------------------------- - --------- -----
c UirFl!POlAJf~ I Ill.EAKLY IN litE LUAC C~TA lAcLE r. 
(.•-------------------------~--------------------------------- r.----- - -·--·- -·- - · - - - · - . . - . ·- - -
11.r..c1rrN fl/P.L£1V/\L.l-lli\C,XX.Ml 
r. 




IFI xx.L T.l/ARI 111 rT,\lJL[=fLNClll+ (XX-~ARllll*CFLHll l-
ll-llNCllJ l/(Vtr.171-V4•( Lii 
IFIXX.Gf.\ARIMll F1111ll£=fLl\CIMl+IXX-llAR(Hll4(fUl\CIMl-
-·---lfllNCI M-111/ I llAl< IM I-VAR( M-111 
lfN(=M-1 ' 
Ofi 20 l=l,IENO 
INT= I 
---- rFCXX-Vtflllll 20,l0,10 
10 lflXX-VARllilll 30,20,20 
2 0 C. (I\ 11 N llf 
1;0 TO 4C 
--· ---···-------- ------··--·----
~o---··n AIH.E= FLJN( (INT I+ IXX-1/ARI INT n * IFUN CHNl+-11.,;;FUNCI INTI II 
I I llA RI INT +l 1 -VAR (I I\ TI I 





r.-----------------------------------------------------------i:--~- SLAROllT Jl\E PARAM CALClJLATES Till PARAMCTER 
f. VALllF S LSEO IN Hit: FUNLT ICI\ EIJU~TICt-S 11\ STSCLN 
r. 








----- P ~R II I =CC*P l*O!> -+SI.RT 12 ,/ FCI 
PAil. 17 I= C 0 * P I* I• I * !:>1lR T ( ~, I~ C I 
PAR Bl=P l*LlHI Cf<3/l IH3/ L 12 ,-tXl\L-+XL :! I 
PARl41=1~A.*XMU*XL4/(P(•(4**41 
PAR I 51=2 .2!l*Rl1/l l 6. ''I' I* Xf'l*)l41 
FAlll/.J = H7 
PARl71=Pl*lf.2**2-Gl•*2l/4. 






PAR 114 l·=FEX T 
PARll'il=f.3**2*Pl/4, 
PAkllbl=CRl 








THE DYSIMP COMPUTER MODEL OF THE SYSTEM 
The statement of the problem solved by DYSIMP was discussed in 
Chapter IV, along with the variable definitions applied to the servo 
system model. Following is a more detailed discussion of how the model 
was set up in Fortran IV code to accomodate the use of DYSIMP to solve 
for the time response. Also contained in this Appendix is a source 
listing of the code written for DYSIMP, which follows the conventions 
introduced in section 4.2. 
DYSIMP is set up as a processor which takes a certain kind of 
Fortran code and builds up a continous program from it. It takes care 
of invoking a Fortran compiler and the neccessary procedures for load-
ing and executing the whole program. The user need not supply more 
than a minimum number of statements which define the mathematical 
model to be solved. For a simple problem these statements would most 
likely be confined totally within the subroutine DERFUN, which is call-
ed upon by DYSIMP to evaluate the time derivatives of the dynamic varia-
bles Y. DYSIMP takes care of defining the common areas needed and 
other standard statements within the routines defined by DYSIMP. It 
then depends on the complexity of the problem being solved, how much 
additional code the user has to supply. 
In every case, the subroutine DERFUN has to be supplied. In 
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DERFUN, the values of the algebraic variables X(i) are first calcu-
lated based on the variable values from the previous time step, and 
then the time derivatives of the dynamic variables are calculated, 
using the X's and the parameters P(i). 
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A subroutine PAR, which is not a standard DYSIMP routine, was 
supplied in order to calculate the various coefficients from the equa-
tions derived in section 2.2 DYSIMP provides for these coefficients 
to be supplied as input, but this was not considered to be convenient 
in the present case. This subroutine is invoked by the main program 
before the integration routine DYS2S is called, in order to have all 
the parameters defined before the time response calculations start. 
Subroutine XVAL is a standard DYSIMP routine; the default version 
consists only of a return statement. XVAL is called by DYSIMP before 
DERFUN at the beginning of each time step, so it is suited for per-
forming calculations that are required once each time step. Therefore, 
XVAL was chosen as the routine for solving for the flowrate Q4 from 
Equation (2.3), which involves solving numerically a second-order alge-
braic equation in Q4 • A Newton-Rapson algorithm was chosen to perform 
these calculations. 
Another subroutine, not standard for DYSIMP, was supplied to in-
terpolate in the load data table. This function routine, FTABLE, will 
interpolate linearly between data points, in a table which is read 
in by the subroutine PAR. 
The DYSIMP data input defines the number of variables to be inte-
grated NY, the number of parameters defined NP, and also the number 
of algebraic variables defined NX. The data input also contains the 
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final integration time ENDTIM, the integration time step DELT, and the 
initial conditions for the dynamic variables. The initial conditions 
were obtained beforehand from the steady-state solution program de-
scribed in Appendix c. The data input also supplies instructions as to 
the type of output generated by DYSIMP. All of this standard input is 
read by DYSIMP input processing routines. 
Following is a listing of the source Fortran code, along with the 
JCL control language cards needed to run the job on the OSU IBM 370 
computer. Also included are the control cards needed to have DYSIMP 
load the tabulated output into a TSO data set for later plotting on 
the Tektronix terminal. 
//1lllll'H1t J1JU I lld'J.!,44U-1E-3~.:l!ll , 1JYS!MP 1 1Tll'l:O:{G10!>lo 
II f.LA~S=f,HSG(L·M)S=X 
l•P:.SS~llJW ? 
--71 fXFL llY~l~~P2 
//llYSIMP.fTI IFOUI IJ!) uSN=ULllll"i.N022Cc.i::ATA, 
II ll I SF~ I Nf' >i , (.HI l; I , SP AC f= I TIU< , I ill , ) l , RLS E l , 
II UN fT=o S VS TSO .!JC tl= lh ECFM= fll • LIU LL= L..l 3 ,o l KS IZE =5 S 851 
---·11nvs1~F.Mf.OELIN re* - . . . ... 
li'M.I Ill 
(.. 
----f-:!~"'*!.>:<"'******* h'.".~ *U~ 4_4~H CH 4 *"'!."...• ~~.~ U0<4-HH~ 04 ~·***: 
C 4 &YN•MIC SIMULATIUN OF A t'URAL - MECtANICAL !Ef<\C • 
C * SYSIFM, Ii' 
f. * OFVFIOPFO Al O~LAHLMA Sl~lE L~IVEASITY 1981-1982 * 
--·r.--.--· llY ASL AUG HARAL USUOTT IR AS A Pi\R T Of A r-IASTER 1 S * 
C * PRCJFC T 11\ll[~ HIE SLPERV IS IH UF Cli, KAl<L N. REI£, * 
r. * • 
C: * THI: NGNI INr m SI ~lJLAT IGN f'f<l,Cf..AM LY! 11·11' .2 IS LSEO * 
-T.-* -- 1fl SUI.VF Tiff SYSTF.'·l Cf 4 FIRST OR[ER CRCIMRY * 
C * OIFfFl{fl\TIAI F .. U<TlflNS. A 41H CRCE~ ~Ltlu[ KlllA * 
C: * INTfGllATICI\ A11;rn1Tho'·1 IS CllGSt'\J, * 
C * OYSIMP.2 ~FCLli<FS CfiHAH IHLif \IALLES IN Nlll'ELIST • 
---c;·-*·- FnRl'AT ANO THIS VEP S!Grl i'RCUlLE S Cl.TPLI ltl TABULAR * 
C * At-.ll fllll\ TH PlliT HH</-IAT. * 
C * STANOARI) 0'511-lf'.llt.TAIN l~PuT: * 
C: * N'I' : l\UMu[K UI' .JYNA1'1C \'.11UAULES * 
- -.. •. NP ·-· :- t-.lJr-lf\f1! uf SYSTEi~ F.<F .. rnETHS [EflN£C: * 
C * N) : NU1li1Ek llf AL(;fdhAI!. \/HllELES [(flHC i 
C * ll<K : SOS TYPE CF 11\Tt:U-.~TIUIJ ALGUkIThM 4 
C: * FMHll': FIN1H Sl/-llllAT llN TIME • --·c:-·.,. - . - . n Fl T -- : IN TF c; k \T I c I\ T I ,v E s r E p * 
C * Pllllfl : Ctll l'tlT t'I< INl t;'IJ Pllll T ll'E STEP * 
f. * YI : INITIAL V1\l.lJ[~ 10 UYl\MHC VMUA!ILES * 
C: * PUiTI: VA<IAl>llSPlullllJ Iii f'lll l * 
--r.-;r-- PlOT? : . \lt.IUAfllES FLClH[ U< PLOT 2 • 
C: * TAfll Fl: \IAfdAllltS lAllLLATHl II\ lAOLE l * 
c * • 
C * AllOlll CtlAI. FRflGRAM 11\FUT !OYSIMP.SYS!Nl: • 
--c··->I<- l.Cf1U ON S\STFV. IN TAHLLAI\ fDRM * 
c: * • 
c: ····························••*•••••••••••*••············· 
-- · 1 RF .Ali= 
I I.I! I lf 0 
lll~JRN 0 
MJOISK -l --·r:---- .. "• . - -·· 
r. ...... 
[. 








'°**** ••••• f.All Cf\ OYSll'P.2 10 FERFLRH SYSTEP SIPU-IATICN 
f.Al.l l>YS2SClllfAD.IWRI IE. IRllPN,NCCISl<1 IEHI 






c: *****•¥ **;'t$'***• JCc¥'-' **JC;¥-¥-•~~·** ....... :it~* .:t .c:o. :I :t:C:*- * * ** .. ~ ~***-V-*** 
c • • 
C * Slllll'CilT IH ffKflJN DFF lNES lH "IUCEL EQUAi l<Jllo.S, llClll • --c···-- Al(ifl\RAIC AtlO O~NAflIC. IT IS C.\LLEC &Y OVS l~F.2, .:< 
c * . • 
C * X3,f3 : HtlS PA IR ul\IES THE LCAC CN TH SYST l/1 * 
C * AS A FUN: Tl Cf\ Gf Pl SHN Cl SPLACEl'EH • -·c--.----------··· .... OUTPUT . ·. . . * 
C * NGTAS : MJPllER Ct- i'UIIHS Al l~t ICt LUO IS GIVEN * 
C * X7 : UPf.ATEil VALUE lf XI 7 l FHI' X~AL * 
C * f INT : INIT !AL V.illlJE Cl' l~PLT CCt.TRCl Pl<ESSLRE * ·-=-·---·onp··--;. STEP INCREASE fl\ llJPuT HfiSJ H: • 
C * OX3l : ffifllTAINS Thi: llALLL QI- ~C2l 1-HCM HICF * 
C: * T IM [ ST EP * 
C * lC : HC TOM Gf ALCEeRAll. 'vAR IAllLES • 
-r.-.------y----·--:-·-·vECTGf< Of OYflAMIC VARIAillES * 
C * 0~ : llHTCR OF Vili-:IAEU5 TC EE INHGl\AlH ~ 
c. * • 
c ****•·······~····*••••••••*••'°******(······~~•••**•••**** -1:------ ·· -·- ··--·--·- ·---·· ·····--·····-·---· - ··-·-··---· · --··- ...... .
*OfCK OFRFIJN 
Iii-Al X3P21,f31321 
CC~~(N /lA8l[/ X3,f3,NGTlE 
-----·cCMl'r.N /l\EWT/ X7,PifH,O£lF,OX3l 
c 
c ...... DFFIJ\f HFP INPLI I/\ CCJ\lRul FRUSUFE o•H c. . 
---·-x11\-=PI Nl+O[ l F -
X 11 l=P I I l* X IN 
X B l=P (4 H·Y CI HPI 5l 
Xl1l=PCll•'rl41-Pl3l+XIJJ 
----- )171=X7 . . . ---·-
,,; 
r. "'***. r. 
CFffl\ING Tl-E CRIFICE HD!. VARIAELES 
-c--
OF.ll<42=lC 131-XI.? I 
r. 
A=Pllll-'1'131 
-··-··----·f=AESI A I 
C:= I XI;> I - ) 13 I i-P C 7 I I** 2 W I S l H 2 
C=AFSI VC3 I I 
f =I )I .i I-) I 2 Ht' I 71 I** 2+P I ~I** 2 
-------·F=AfS I YI -4 l I . - . . 
G=I )(ll-Xll ll*"'2+PI llll**2 
c 
IFIOEL •42.GE.PI 1 I I (;G TC. 2 -r.··--· ··-·· -····- --
lfl.UlSIEflX42l.H.Pl7ll GC IG 
r. 
X C 4 l=i-1/ A •PI t l*SOI< 1' d*Ll 
------·- X In l=ll/Y 13 l 4P In l*SOR f ID*E I 
r. 
Gr TO 3 
r. 




. •.- ... -, 
c;n 10 ~ 
H 4 l=fl/A•PI tl.;<J>l'JI* SCIHICl 








IFllXI 21-XI lll ,U.01 · GC- TD 4 
X(lj)=f/Yl4 l*Plll l*SCl1T(ftGI 
GO 111 i; 
4 XI 5 I "I- I Y 14 I *PI l l I ''PI I 0 I * S Clff If I· c . 
-i:-·o····· ll~PI HFf\Tll\G lHE 1.0/IC: dr·: THE SYSTEWWHW 
C +-++++ COULC:MB fKICTWN 
c 
'> FFXT=PI l4H•fTAP.lEIXJ,f3,\lll1NOHel 
Htu-
***** 




fl:K IVE=i> I 14 l+YI 31-fEXT 
-on;=nx:;1 
OXJl=Yl21 
9 IF I 'I Ill • EO. C, I GO TO 1 - r. - ----·· -- ···- . . . . . 
lfl0)°12*Yl21.GLO.I GO TC 8 
r. 
IFI AllSIHKIVU .GT, FSTl\I GO TOE --c:-----··- ····--· ....... , __ --·--·· ·--------------
12 DYi 11=0, 
[YI 21~0. 
.. ______ _J! L ! r. I I ·---- ---- --- -···---·------
7 IFl~l!SIFCl<IVEI .GT. FSTNl GO TO 10 
0 'l'I 11 =. 0 
(Yl?l=O. 
·--·-- GO . HI l l 
c 
8 ffXT=FEXT+P 1231*PI l'tl*SIGNI l,O, Yl2l I c 
·c:-·*****- OFFlldt.G Tiff OYNi\f'lC EOLATICllS 
f. 
10 nlll=Yl:?I 
OYI ii= IP I 141 *YI JI -I' I I 51"' H 2 I- fl: X TI/ P 11 o I 
-n-----ov13 I= ( x 14 1-X (t, 1-P l 14 l*Y I 21-PI la l * y' 31 l •P ll 71/ 
l(Pll41*'rll ltPl7411 
0 YI l, I= l >I 11- X ( '> 1-P I 2 iJ l *YI .21 11 P ( 2 11 
+4•*• 
c ·······••*••••*•************••···~*•******"'*•••••••*****"'* 
·c: .---·- • 
f. + SUIHOUT INF XV1H IS C:ALLEC AT TllE EEC INNll\G ~ 
C: + T IMf ST H E Y f.Y SI Mf'. 2 * 
C * IT IS llSfll f-H.E TC Sll Vf IHPAT IV£LY FCR THE FLCh • 
-r.-···---·ci. LSIUG A l\EHTCNS t.LGUR llilli * 
c * * t: * XC : Al F lf,ST IT CctlAH'.> A GUESS FCR TH fl(H * 
C "' HEN XV AL LI' J A l ES I 1 + ·r. * . . . . . * 
r. ******"'**********"'"'*********~**•****(********************* c 




f.0 HJ N= I, tlTlll. 
F ~fl " PI I ;> I * X r. t P I .1 7 H P .LJ'I I * X 0 "'* ;> t V Ut I - ~ I ,1 I . 
'· It- I MlS I f>CI .U .FlCL I IHl JRN ---r.------·-- ·- -. - ·-
OFfU V" P ll 71 ·t2. *PI l?l*PI l.!l*H 
c. 





IFIA8SIDfllAXI .LT.XTOLI KETUR h 
--:in---r.nn mu f -----·- -------
30 
~k 11r1 b3UI tlTC:l 
ff,Rf'All' •,11,• HE NfWTCl\S METHC:O CID NCl CCN\EllLE', 
l' II\• .12,1 STtPS 1 ,///I ·-----RFTLRN ... -- . .. .. . - - -
999 ~RITflh.~ll 
'ti fCIU'ATI I I·"" Ill TliE t.E~TO MET I-CC. llElllV = 0. ,//I 
*COPY -r. ·-----· --·--·--·----- ...... _ - .. - -· ..... ---·-- .... 
c **************************************************•******* 
r. * * 
C * Slllll'Glll 11\E PAk SETS HE FARllMEl ER llftlLES TO at LS£J '* 
-i;·-,----·ncoEFll\11\G THf MGO[l' II\ CEHUtJ - -· t 
(. • * 
c ***************************••••cc••••••••••*********•••••• 
f. 
---------sue1rnur J(I; f P '"' 
U:ALI. All 
IH'Al X31°2111-31321 
f.CMMON /TllHLE/ X3,f!,NGT/iil 
------·i::AT t f.[ I .t.75 /, llG/8 .E-05 I ,XtllJ/ 2, 2E-O 61, llET<\ I l. l£ C5/, 
Ill I I. 'l9o 1. 07 12. 444 / .u 3/9. ~<;/ .u~ /, 1a·151, iJo I), 49 5/ , 
;> W I/ l • 1 51, LI • W 21, f' 21 3 Gu , I , XL Y. 81, X L'1 I'•, I , 
JX~l/30./,X~2/~12./,AJ<J/104d,/,XMJ/,!CJ/,~M4/l,J656/1 
----1iVlt 130, /, ~~ 111 I .bl ,AK2/2, 34 l/, X Sl /2, l 01,FS/13.5 I, 
5f.Rl/.002/,C:~2/.Gu7/,C~3/.GOl/1ALfA/,~(/ 
' Pl=2?./1. ·--.:--------·-·-·-· --·--· ·-· ... ,_, __ _ 
Plll=Pl/l,.*10?*•2-01**21/XJ<l 
P 12 J=AR u x,c; 
flll=FS/XK? 
-----pf:r;li:AIFA. 
PI lj l=X ~ l 
Pl61=f.O*Fl•C:&•SCRTl2./RCJ 
Pl 11=ll 
--------PI R I= P 7 
Pl'll=f.R2 
Pl I Cl=r.I< I 
P ll 11= f.[~j> I *W l *SORT l 2 ,/KC l 
·-----·pfl 21=12 ll. * )~'ll*Xl4/ IP I* C4''*4 I 
' Pl 1~1=2,2S*IHl/C lo ... Pl~X~l .. XL41 
P 11 <o I= P II'•. *ll'l * * 2 
fl I I'; I= X H ~,XI 'l·' t-1 ~ IH/ I (1'3/ ;>I 
PI lld~ ;rn ° t XM t, 




~ C 1111 =I' I "'ll ~~I r:1, 11 .! J *'"JI I 12 • * lCMu * XLJ I 
P II ~ I= Al; :? "'* 7.1 Xiu' 
Pl701=tfi2*tlfA-
Pl711=V41/ilE TAi AR.2**2/XK.< 
Pl271=lCK~ 
Pl741=1131 -;;---------------- - ----------- . ' 
C ***** INPUT T~t LGAD UATA IN TABULAR FORM c 
NflTAfl=3l 
-------.i-FAC 15;, IC I IX31 II iF31 ll, I= I 11\0T ABI ___ --------
10 FCR~AfC2f6.21 c 






L *****•********•******************************************* --.. ---*--- ---- ----- -- -- --- - • 
C * FLNCTICN FTABLE INTERFCLAIES lll\EARl~ I~ THE LCAC + r. * CATA TAlltf * i. • • --r.--+-••• ·•·•:n ** ** ~** **'-• ***** *-*** ******* * ******* **** *-**** ~ •• • • • (. 
r. 
C INffNPDLATFS llhEARIY IN lHE LOAC CATA TABL ---r.-------- -------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Flil\Cll (I\ FHHIUVAR,FUl\C,~X,l'I 
[. 
llFH VilRCll .nrnc111 .. ------- ----- ---- -- --- - - - - - -------
If I )(X .11. lttR I l I I FTAUlt:=fUNClllt-l)X-\ARllli+IFUNCl21-
tfllNCll11/l~llll21-VARl111 
I~ I ~X. c; F. vMd o'll I f T 4.i LI' =F Lt.L 1111 + (XX -II AR I~ 11 * I FU f\C 1:-1 I -----T FllNCl M-111/ IVAR IH l-V AR IM- ll I -- - -- - ------- - --- - - ----
1 CN [=M- l 
OCI 70 I= I, I ftm 
INT= I 
-------IFIXX-llA~([ll 20,10;10 --------
10 lf-IXX-VARlltlll 3C,2Ctl0 
.?1l r.r I\ I INUE 
GCi 10 4C 
--"'30-- FTABl.F=fliNC I WTI+ I XX-llAR 1 INHI* IFCM I INHU -"FUt\C llNT" 
I I I/ I VAR I I I\ T • l l -VAR I INT I I 
40 f.11N TIN LE c ----- ---l'FTURN ----- ----- - - ------------------------ -----------
ENO 
c. 
i. ***** SET IN IT !At ANU Pl,OGkAM LO'l TROL l'ARAHHERS ••••• ---..------ - --------- - - - --- -- -- - - -- -------------
• tll lll.K IJA TA 
f. rMl'Ctl /M'll l/ XU, P ltH oiJ[lP ,[))(3l 
•: r '" x ,J / 4". SI. ,: (I\ T 11, I • J 7 I. c Hf'/ • 271 • ex 3 Ill. 0/ Fl\11 ., 
;j~YSIMP;[ATAIN CC* 
NONLINF~R l'OOEl ff HYCRAULIC 5E~VC SYSTEM 
&DATAIN NY=4• NP=74o NX=7o ll<r=4o fllDllM=.l• CELT=.OOC5 ------;-PRl1H'= .0005, Y 1111=4.,iJ.Oo 1C2., e.&9, PLOTl=l121 PLC12= 
3. TAlllEl=l o2o3o4• &El\U 
//OYSIMP.~YSIN OD * 
1.ou 67.'l 
--- -1 ~75 --- f.3 .'i 
lo5Ll 60.'l 
l .7'> lj/, .'> 
2. 0 53.'> 





3. 35 45.0 
3.4 131.0 
·1 .s 127 .o 
---"J-;1s-1·15~ o------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- ----- --
4 .o 10'1 .o 
4,;>5 91.0 
4.".iO fl0.5 -4-; 75---74. i;-----------




--£:9s---~~:3---------------------------------- -------- -- --------- -------
t..1 150.0 
b.51) 135. 5 
t..1'> t.?4_.o ---1 ;·oo - n" ~ .,---- ----- -
1. 75 111 .11 
7.50 101.0 






A PROGRAM FOR GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION 
OF RESULTS FROM SIMULATIONS 
In order to represent the results from DYSIMP in the same form as 
those from the linear simulation program, a Fortran program was written 
to plot them in Tektronix graphics. Following is a source listing of 
this program. It will read in the results from a DYSIMP run, which 
have been loaded into a TSO data set. It also will read in the results 
from a linear simulation run, and give the user the option of compar-
ing the two on the same graph. It scales the two functions to be 
plotted so that both will fit neatly onto the same graph, and writes 
a few key parameter values of the system at the side of the plot. A 
TSO data set containing these parameter values has to be available to 
the program in 'Namelist form', and the program reads these values at 
the beginning of each run. It gives the user the option of changing 
any of these values to match those used in the particular case being 
plotted. 
This program makes use of the subroutine QCKPLT, which was avail-
able in the Mechanical Engingeering computer library. The program 
listing follows. 
118 
c T~IS PMO(l<A' CAN PLUT r~c ~LllLT!Ct\S CN l~E SA~E 
C GRlf. WIH AfPknf'kl.;TE SCHlllG. 
C: l T HFAIJ S ONf Sf T Cf l< A Nil Y \EC TCRS FRO/' 
~----~~:,\~1~1hfJ~r..gug''s~~~;~"'l;~U.a1~1lirns ARC: l~EAD HGI' 
C UNI T L:I 
c --c·------------- --·----------···----- --~--------·-: ---···-·---··-·-
r.rnrns101\ Xll5021.Fll5J21.X215021.F:il5021.XSCll21 
OIHf-1\Slfl\1 Yll'll:?,4),Yil50:i,41,'fSCLl21 
11\Jf:Gfl< HAfl'>I oAllS,vtS --i:-----------· ......... - . ---·-----·---------------------·--
1\AMfl IST /PARAM/ClJ, RU,XMla UETA, Cl,02,03,04,06, W lo 
111 oP ;>,XL 3, XI 4, XK I , .Kl\? , XIO ol<~ 3 1Xl14, VJ I 1 V<t l 1 tk2 1X ST t 
2FS,CkloCR2oCk3oALfA,CF --r.;---- -- - . --·- ... - . - - --- . . . - ··----·----- ----. ··-----· 
o AT A v 1 A e / • >Ji• • • ux J ~ • , • F 3 _. • , • P R $ • / , v Es / • v • / 
c: 
C RFA[ IN ltE SYSTEM FARAMETERS -..- . ---- - - .. ·-·- - -- -----·----------
r. 
RFAr. I 13.PARAMI 
l<R 1 lF I 6 , p A RAM I 
--------l'R l TFI 6, 1171 
117 Ff.ll~ATI' CC: VOU WANT TU UANGE ANY CF Thf PARA~E lERS'l 11 
c 
RFAf.I no !Cc JANS 
--_-rm;--·HRHAT I.oil I -
IFIANS.l\f.YESJ GO TO 24 
(. 
---------;.Rf 11' 16, J 731 
11-:i ff.KHAT I 1 lllPUT PARAMETEl<S:t oil 
c 
RfAf; 15,PARA/'l -r.·------ ---------- .... -··- -··- -- -------- -.. 
r. INPLT RfSLllS Of A NG~LlllEAR SIMLLATION 
r. 
74 K= C 
---- -Ii- - J<=K f I 
R l'AIH l l , I 00 I XI IK I , I Y II ~ , JI , J=l , 4 I 
IOtl fOKl"l\T ID, G JQ.8,'tlt; 15.1211 
lfl~ll~.tl.l\E,O.l GO TU 6 -----K,.K"'-1 --- - - - -- --· ----·- -
c 
l<o~ITFl6,1021 
I07 Ff.R!'!AT I• 00 VOL ;.ANT TU CCMPARE Lll\f i!R A"C '1 
PMil\Lll\fAR ~l:SllUS?'l -- . - .. - . - ----
~fAU(<;,JGll ANS 
I 0 3 f rl<MA Tl A II 
IFCtN!'..l\E.Y ESI GC TO 3 r. ------- - -
l=O 
r. 
C: ll\~11 KESLLlS OF A llll~A~ Sl~ULAllC" 
---.. -------·--- - -·- - - --
R l=ltl 
. r. 
RFAC: 112.ICll x2111.n211 ,JI ,J=l.41 
IOI FrA~t.T I I), ~<;.o,, '11 Gl'>.'tl I 






--snll-----.OR nF 1 6 , 1o4 r 
104 fVRMATI' WHICH 
I 1X3:l, [X3=2, 
RfAOl5olC51 M 
IU~l'Of!IUT I 111 -
c 
-·---··- ·---------
VARIABLE tu '\'OU l!Af\T TO PLCT? 1 , 
P 3= 3, P4=4 ' I 
C LllAll TiE CHOS[N FUt.:: Tletl \ALLES TG OE PLCllEO 
C INTU A VECTOR --c· ------- -. -- -- -------
00 21 1:1,NPl 
Fllll=\'llloMI 
7 I Cf:NL!NJJ_L_ 
lfl "'"s .NE. YES l GO re 1 
: no 21 I= l.NP2 
-----F?ll l=Yjl( lo Ml --- ---
:n CC1'1lf\1.E 
(; 
c FINO I HE LARGEST ANIJ SMALLEST X AXIS 11\LUES -c------------- --- ----- - - -- ------- -- ----·----- --- --·-·- -- --------·---
1 ,SCllll=C. 
XSCL I? 1=111-:AXll X llNP I loX21Nt>211 
(. 
-c---------.=-1N IJ rAR CF s rA NIT SM.'. L LI. STTrVAt:liES ____ _ 
r. 
vsr.1.111=1.0E75 
'I' Sf. l 12 I,,_ l. Cf 15 
-----01::-1 ··1=I,"p1 
Y5t:U ll =Al'INI IYSl.U II ,fl I 111 
YSLL l.?l=AMAX II YS:U <Id ll 111 
I <:ONT I NII f -.. ---·-·------------·----··· 
lf(ANS.f\F.VFSI GO TO 4 
c 
C fl NU lA~GER MIN ANG MAX Cf fl I/ .S. f2 -i::----------·-··-·-·----- . ····--- --- ·--- . --- ---------------·----~---- -·----
llO 2 J=t ,Nl'2 -
Y Sf. l (I I =A "l NI I Y SC I.I l I , f 2 I J II 
YSr.t i?l=llM,\X llVSCLl 2l 1f2I Jll --,--------..Cl\T I NII f . - . . . . ... -
C SC.Al ING \Al.LES PUT lNlU HCTCRS 1C EE PLCHEC (. . 
4 Xll!IPl+l I XSCI. I II 




------ -X7fl\P?tl l=XSCL Ill 
X~INP?+?l=)~CLl?I 
f 7 I t-.P? t I I-~ Y S Cll II 
F?lf\Pl tjl l=YSCL (71 
f.AI I Ol.KPl llXI ,IJ,>tPI ,•Jl~F SEC$ 1 ,YLIEl'11 o 





IFIANS.l\E.YFSI GO TO 5 -c----------- ---- - ... -- ···- -
r. 
f.AI L OC:KFLTIX2,f2,NP2,'T l~E.S 1 1YLAOll'I, 
1'11Yl:kAIJL IC SEkV0$•,2,5,•lJl\'I 
-c--..-ru lf·-McRE·-1t;FCRl'ATICI\ -c:-1\-·Tn PLCT -------
r. 
'i IMRITEl6.ll I.ALFA 
11 FOkMATI' ',I/// ,60X ,• ALFA=' 1F6,JI 
IMRITFlho l21lJ 
12 FCRl'ATI' •,f>OX. 1 U= 1 ,fb.41 
------i.IH1Fl6.t31CHI .. - --
l3 FfRl'ATI • •,.;,ix,• Ckt=•,ft,41 
IMRI lFlho 141 CR2 
14 Fill<MAT I' '• i:QX,' C;(2= t,ft,41 -------ii.-lllTFl6,15l IJfTA ----- - --------
l'i f!";Kt-IATI' •,t.ox, • UET= 1 .F1.01 
lo RI TE 16, 16 I XMlJ 
II. f[tll'ATl 1 •,tox.• MU= 1 .F8.71 ----- -----XHASS= XI'· !+XM't -- -- .. ------· 
~Fllfl6ol71 XM,\SS 
17 HlllHATI' •.tox.• MASS=' .FS.31 
1Hll1Tfl6, IB I Cf 
--rn---TrR~AT p · '; rnx·.' - CF=' ;f4-;i:~-241 / ll _____ -------
PAll SE 
c 






DERIVATION OF A TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR THE 
COMPENSATED SYSTEM 
The equations neccessary to describe the dynamic behavior of the 
system with the pressure compensation are discussed in Chapter V. 







fiQ3 al ([1.X2 - [l.X ) 4 -bl([l.P3) 
(G. 7) 
Ll.Q6 a2 (Ll.x4 - 6.x ) 2 + b2(Ll.P3) (G. 8) 
Ll.Qs = a3 (6.x2 - Ll.x ) 1 + b3(Ll.P4) (G. 9) 





~Q8 = ua/(k P8i) (~P8) (G .12) 
(G.13) 













Using the same parameter simplifications as in Appendix B and 
combining the equations in a similar manner, the following expression 




The system closed loop transfer function is of the form 
K (T s + 1) 
~- = (G.16) 
APPENDIX H 
DYSIMP MODEL WITH THE COMPENSATION 
In section 5.5 it was shown that only one equation has to be add-
ed to the set already implemented in DYSIMP to accomodate the added 
compensation. Also, a small change needs to be made in the equation 
for the time derivative of the pressure P3 • It is desirable to be 
able to choose whether or not the compensation is included in the mod-
el, and therefore some provision has to be made to allow this. Simply 
setting the parameters of the compensation equal to zero would result 
in division by zero in Equation (5.13). To overcome this difficulty, 
a dynamic index DYN was introduced into the model; the value is preset 
by the BLOCK DATA subprogram that already exists in the code. A 
value of 1.0 will include the pressure compensation; any other value 
will result in an uncompensated system model being simulated. The 
implementation includes two sets of equations for P3 and P8 , one for 
uncompensated system and the other for the system with compensation. 
A source listing of the program as it was run follows. 
124 
//llllll'11A .Ill~ 111a•n.44i.J-7E-343tll, 1 UYSU'l- 1 .flME-"I0,05J, 
II (.I ASS=f.t~SC:U.ASS=X 
l+PASS~C:Kr. 1 -77 f..:H. llVSIMI';> ---------
/1.IVSll'P.f-ll lfCOI Oil 1;SN=llll!l9~A.l\CJ0\.12,EtlAe 
II l.ilSP=IM·W.fATLGl.Sl'ALl=!TIH.I 1c.s1,RlHI. 
II l•NI l=~YS I SC ,Ufll= lk!'r.t l'=flle LHCL=_l J.J,eLKS IZE=)985 J 
-//OYSIMP.MO!lfLIN OD* - . 
*MAIN c. 
'· ··································*···~··················· -c--.------------ - - __ ,,____ - --------- - - - - - - - - • 
C. * UYNAMIC 511'lLATION OF A ~YDRAU - Hct-ANIUL SEF\/C * 
C. * SYSTFM. • 
I. * llF\/fl C.PEll A 1 CKLAl\tilH ~T tTE llNIVChS ITV l98l-l<JU2 * --c-.----- llY ASLAllG HAKALDSDUTT!I< AS A PART C.f A "ASTER'S + 
C + ·Fkf,Jff.T l.l\Cfll JI-( SUPEKVISll\G !lf lJ1', KAJIL N. REH. * 
c * • 
i: + lH NONI INfAll SIMULATIUN PRCGRl\f' C'~ll'P.2 IS LSLC * 
~c.-- Tr. srnvf ThE SYSTEM GF 5 FlkST OKCER O~OINARY * 
r. * lll~Fl'llFl\TIH ECUTICl\S. A 41h emu HJf\GE KLTTA • [. * INTFGKATIC.N AU;CKITHM IS CHUSUI. * 
C"' r.VSll'P.2 HWl:(fS Cfln;\JI\ 11\hll \/Al.L(S !N NAl'ELIST * 
--c *- -- ffll<MAT Al\:l 1111 S \/H.SICI~ FRCiH.ClS Ci.JHUT If\ T~BUUR * 
C. V. /11\IJ Pll INHK Pllil fC.Kl'.AT. + 
C " SIAl\f.ARC CY S !Mi'.OAl A II\ HPllT: * r. * - NY : M1l-1hfk or- {)yt,A~IC \/AMIAclES ' • --i:--*----- NP : MJMllUl DF SYS THI P,\RM-1[ HRS CEf!tlEO * 
C * NX : ~UMllfM CF Atu!EKtiC VtR lll{]lt:S Cf.f 11<£0 • 
C * IRK : S[TS TYl'f iii: ll\TEGhil llCI\ ALGCRIThl' * 
r. * ffl:OT If': FINM Sll-lliL,\f ICN TIMt + --c *------llFI T : 11\TFGfl..H ICt. T ll'E ol[P * 
C * l'Rlll'L : CUTl'lll Pl< IN r At.LJ PLJT Tll'E SHP • 
C * YI : INITIAL VALUES FGN UYNAMIC VARIAllLES * 
1; * I' I () r I : ~AR I Au u_ s FL(. I l E c 111 Fl CT l • 
---T.-.---- Pl OT;> - : - VAR IAl>I ES PLGJTEiJ It< PlCT 2 • 
r. * TAfllfl: ~i!RlAllLES LUli.;LAHt.: If\ Tti!LE l * 
c: * • r. * Al1tl IT rrNAL PRIH;RAM INhlT IDYSIMP.S)SlNI: * 
c; *-- - lfAl1 Cf\ SYSTl:I' W fAJUUR FORM + 
c * • 
c ••••••***~·····························~····~·······~•**** c --·--- --, ~f tr;= o 
f\IRlrf=O 
I KF TllN = C: 
Nf:o ISK=-1 --r.---- -- - - - ' 
C ***"* SFT SYSlEM VAKIAlllES LSIMi SLl!HLTINE PAR 
r. 
CAI l PAR -·c:---- - - - - -
c: ***** C:AI l GN OYSIMP.2 TU PEkfCk'·I SYSTEM SIMU-
f. ***** IATIC"' c 
r. ,_ 
1: 
--CAI I DVS?SI 1Kff10. l\.P.ITE, IRETRN,flCDISK,IENDI 





L ••••••••••••••••***•****•••tct444t•••**********•••••••••• r. * . • 
C • SlhHH1llTll\E r.fkflJN llEFINES TH MOCEL El.:i.;AllCl\S, ECTli * 
-r-:---.11tr.£FRAlr Al\O DYNAMIC~ n·_1s-.CALLEC BY DYSIMP.2. : 
C * X3,f3 : THIS PAIR GI \ES· TBI: LCAC CN THE SYSTEM * 
C * AS A flJNCT ION GF Pl STCN Cl SPLACEMENT * ---..---.---------------- CUT PL T - - - -- - t 
C * NOTAB : NllMBE!i Uf POlf\IS AT ~hlCH LCAD IS GlllEN * 
C: * ll7 : LPCAHD VALUE Cf XI 71 FFOI XVllL * 
C. * PINT : INITIAL llALLE-CF UIPLT CCMRCL PRESSlll'E t 
--r,--,.-------llHP ----·:·-- STFP INC.REASE If\ l:IFUT HES SURE * 
C. * OX3l : UlNTAINS THE VALLI: Cf Yl21 fliCM PRlCP * 
r. * - TIME STF.P * 
C + DYN : IF DYf\=l. 0 THE"' CY.'iAl'IC PRESSLRE COMPEN-• 
-i:-• ------sA T IOf\ IS I NCLUCEO - - t 
c • x : VECTCR [f AL( IEFnc \/tR ltl!L ES • 
C. * Y : VHTCR Cf J~f\AIHC VlRIAflES t 
C * llY : VFC TCR OF VA~I AElES TC tlE II\ TEGRATEC * -r;--.--·----- -------- - ' -- - -- • 
C ************~***************•••••••••••••••c~c•••••••c••• r. 
*llFC:K f.FRFllN 
------RFAl Xll3ll ,f31321 - ---
CfM~CN /TAHIE/ )3,f3,N0l)B 
CrMMCN /hE\IT/ x7~PINJ.U[lf,OX3L.DYN r. ' 
----i:-.tll<'l<*_* ______ IJEFlNE STEP INPUT"ltl C:GNTRUL-PRESSURE - *****· 
c 
JCIN-"PINT+llFLP 
X (( l=P Cl l•X IN 
------xi 3 l'=PI 4l*YClI+P151 
lel71=1'121*Yl41-PI ~l+XC31 
)( 17 l"'X 7 
-h.-fii-.---oFF I NI NG" THF ORIFICE" FLOl\-VAR I AD LEs-·-
L. 
c 
llFl lUtl=X 131-XI 21 -c----------------- -- --- -
A=P lfU -V 131 
ll=AllSI A I 
C=IXl71-X'3ltPl711*•2+Pl~IH2 ----o=-Al!SI Yl31 I - ---- -- - - --- --- -----·----
f=lXBl-Xl' l+PI 71 IU2fP IS 1**2 
f- =All S IV I l, I I 
f,; IXC7 l-Jl(I ll**?WI IOI••< - .. ------ -- - - - -- -- ----
IFI Off X47,Gf.Pl711 (0 H 2 
r. 
IFI AAS (CflX~21.GE ,p 1711 CC TU --i:------------ -- - -
Xl4 l=l\/A~PI t i*SOR TC il*CI 
X 16 l=ll/ Y 13 I *PI t. l* Suf\ TI u• f I r. .• 






ll I 4 l =II I A* P I fl* S Co{ Tl ti« Cl 
XI 6 l=ll I V I 3 I ~I' Io I ¥1• I 91 ''~WK ll C -r; -··---· -- .. . . .. 
GO TO 3 
c 
1 Xl41=RIA•Plf l*Pl91*SUHTIEI 
----)f 6l=tl/'f131 *Pio I* SCJIU l:l* EI · 
r. 
'-l IFllXl71-Xllll.LE.OI GCT04 
c 
ll I 5 I= FI ) I 4 I 4 P I I l I * SC.lR Tl F 4 G I 
GO 10 5 
·--..·----icrst=F /YI~· •Pfl J110p( l Olt SCR l(FJ 
f. 
r. ¥**** IMPlf~Et.TING lhE LCAC Uh THE SYSTEM ~Uh 







0)3l=Yl2 I -.. --·---·---·. . .... -- ---
9 IHYl71.EO.O.JGCTG7 
c 
IFI OX17•Vl2 l.GE.O. I GO TC B -·c:-··--···· .. . . . - . . .. ···-·-·-- - ·-
IF I ARSlfGl<lllEI .GT. FSHI GC TC 8· 
( 





GO 10 1 I 
lflARSIFCRl~EI .GT. FST~I GC TC 10 -- nv I I I= • 0 .. -
OYl21=0. 
GO 10 l l 
-R--FfXT=FEXH P 123I*P1141 *SI Ct.Tl .OI YU IT 
c 
r. ***** OFF It. ING Tl1f CYNAIHC EOLAT ICl\S 
r. 
·-·1 n··- OYI 11= VI; I 
I l 
CY I:; I= IP l l 4 I +y I 31 -PI I:; I* 1 I 2 1-f EX I l/P I 16 I 
lflflYN.fC. I.I Gll Tll n 
OY I 31=IXI4 l -XI o I - Pl I 't I *Y 121 - F 11 8 I *Y 131 I -'IP 11 7 II 
---·--11Pll4l*YllltPl1411 . .. . ... . .. 
r.v ( 4 I= ( x 17 1-x I 5 I - p (21) l•Y 12 I )Ip I 2 11 
Oll 51=0. 
l<ffliHN 
-r·--- nvn I= Ix 14 1-X (6 1-P I 27 I* ( v 13 t-Y I 5) 1-P ( 141 •VI 21-
1PIIfl*"311 • 
IPllAl"Yl::\1HI'(171/(f'( l'<Hll ll+Pl241 I 
r. VI'• I= I l< (7 l -XI 5 1-P I lll l *Y I 2 I II PI 2 11 
ll'll~l"Pl'71•(YI 31-Y(5ll/IFl2~l/Pll71H(2'JI/, 
I It' I lO I tY I'' I 11 
••••• ***** 
••••• 
. --- ---~ ---- ·---·. -- ·-
c ******••···························•i·····················  • * 
-· r.-·· Sl.Rl<1111T IH XVAl. IS CALLEC Al ThE eE(lf\Nlt.G t 
C. * TIMf SlfP BY llYSIMP,2 * 
C. * 11 IS ltSEIJ ~rn.t Hi SCLVE ITERATIHL) FCJR THE FLO * 
l. * C4 l1SING A llHHCNS Al(lll< ITHH * -··r.·-·--···--··-·. .. . . -··-. ··-· ·- ·- • 
C * XO : Al FIRST IT LOt.TAINS· A GUESS FCR THE flCW * 
C: * 11-EN XVAL lJPuATE.S IT * c. • . • 
--.:-. ........... , ..... " ••••••••••••••••••• **** ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
*DEC: K )\/Al . 
t:n~IMllN /llEWI/ XO,Plt;T,UELP.C:Xll,OVN 
----111r.r=15····· ·· -· - · ---······· --·- ··-··-------·-·--··-----·-----·-
XT111 =I ,f-C4 
FTOL=l.E-C4 
f.0 20 N= J,NlCll 
f)O:PC 12UXO+Pll2l*PI131•XOH2+Vl'ol-Fltll 
r. 
------THARSI FXO I .LT .FTOL I RHURN 
r. 
llFH IV=PI 121+2.•PI 121*PI l~l*H 
r. 





IF lilRS H fl TAX I .Lr .XTOLI 
70 c;0, 1 INIJE 
---·---··i.RITFI t ,JOI t.TCL 
RETURN 
30 FCllMAfl 1 •,11, 1 THE NEloH~S l'LTHCO CID l\CT CC~llHGE 1 , 
I' It. '.12,• STFPS 1 ,///I 
!<Fl Lllr. 
--q11'9·--- lifl ITF 1£,; 311 
ll HiKMAT ( 1 1 , 11, 1 IN ThE NEhTOI\ MEl hO(, DEil IV = c•, Ill 
*C:OPY 
r; 
···-·c:-·*** *** ****. *** ••* * ****. , .... 4 ••••••• t •• 4 •••• 4 •* •••••• ***** 
c: * • 
r; * Sllllflf.llT INE PAK SETS Tl-E FAllA~ETER llHUES JU eE LHIJ * 
C. * Ill OFFll\11\(; T:lf MODEL IN OERFUN t - .. -... ---· - . ...... .. . . ·-·- . 
r. ·················*•*•*·····················•************** r. 
SU\ ROii Tl NF PAK --•cue Al 1. 
flFAl Xll~21.F:llJ21 
f.OMMCN JlAfilE/ XJ,rl.NUTALI 
t.AT' CC/ .b ;>5/ .kO/u .L-i.i5/, >.ML/2. 2E-C ti, EE IA/. ~EC~/, 
-----101/ ;'196/ ,n? ll .494/,1.13/9 .<;CJ/ ,f.4/, 18 7~/ ,G6/3. 4<;5 /, 
;>;. I /I • I 51 , L I • C 0 11 , I' i. I j C<l. / , XL 3/. II/ , X l 't /4. I , 
3 Xt< I /11) ./, XK U 71 2. I, XK Y IC 411 ./,XII~ I. ! C 31 • )M4 / l. 3(: ~bl , 
• 4113IJ3u./,\/'ol/ll.h/,;,~;/2.H11.xs112.CJO/,fS/lJ.'j/, 
-----·'lr.i<I /.OOC/,C:R2/. COO/ ,CR3/ .CC1/ ,;. LfA/.32/ 







Pl I l=P I 14.•IU2H2-0 l••L l/XK l 
Pl2 l=AR2/XK2 
-----p111=noK;; 
P 14 l=AI. fA 
Fl'il=XST 
Pl61=f.n•Pl*D6*SORTl2./ROI -------pn 1=1r -- ------
Pl Hl =P 7 
fl 19 l=CR? 
PllOl=fRI 
----Pll l l=CO•PI ·~ l*SiJRH 2 ./RC I 
Pl I 21= 128.•XMll*Xl'o/I P l*U4H41 
Pl 131 =7 .?S* ff/ I 16 .*P ! •XML*X L41 
Pll41=Pl/4.•01••? 
----rr1 o; l=Xl'L4XL3*P l•C3/ I CH:u; ,. 
Pl 161=X1'~+X1'4 
Pll 11= tlf lA 
-·---------··- ··--- ·--- --· 
Pl I a l=P I •f.HICf<J/ 21 +*3/ I 12. •XMU*XL3 I -----pn <;l=AR;u UXK;> - - --· - -- ---- --------------------------
Pl ?01= AR;•ALFA 
Pf;> 11= V4 II f fTM M\2C•*2/XK2 
Pl221=~K3 
P 124 l=V3 I r. . 
-.. --..****- - -INPUT THE-lCAU-UATA -IN-T.llU:JlAR-FC:RK--------.- ••• -.-----
f. 
f\OT le= 1 ;> 
fl f A£ 15 , I C I I X3 I I I , f 3 I I I , I= I , I\ CT All I 




1'171 l=P HIJ7H4/I12<l. ~XMU•Xl 71 






c * * C * fl.lllC:TION FTABLE 11\ff!lFGLAlES LI NE.llRLY II\ THE LCAC • 
C * OAT ' f A Et E * · .. --.---·- - -- ---------- .. -· ----------· - - --- . -----. 
r. ············~············································· c 
r. 






IF-OX,LT.VAR(lll FT IJLE 
llllNfll I l/(\/M-:ll I-\/.\ (l 1 
lfl >X.r.F. ~Alil'll I FT ill!: 





f.11 ~U l=loll-NIJ 
---------- 11\ 1 = 1 · 
ffOX-VARllll 70,10,1() 
10 IFOX-VARll+lll 30,20020 
.?O CfNT !Nllf ----r.r- If. 40 
10 FTAlll F=FUNC llN T l+I XX- ~ARI INT 11.*lf-UNC 111\Tt-ll -FUl\C 
I I I NI I I/ IV AR 11 NT + l 1-V JI< I IN f I I 




~·--··-- SET lflill IAL Atrn PHU GRAM co~ TIWL PARAMETERS c 
RIOCK llAlA 
***** 
(fMMfN /NEWT/ XOoPINT.UELPoUJJl,UYN 
-------RFAI xo11,a.c;1. PIN l/'JO.l.6/ .cuu .• 11.cx1 l/l.O/L:YN/ l.C/ 
Ft111 
//OYSl~P.(ATAIN DO* 
NOll.LIH.itl l'f10H ff HYfRAULIC SERVG SYSHH 
--r.nATAIN N\'=5, l\P=30, flX"7• 1R~=4, (flCTl~=.l, CELT=.0001 
, Pi<Uf I =O .Oil 0 5 , Y I I l 1 = '• • , 0 .J, I 0 ~ ., 5 • o'J, I 0 3, 
olAJll F l=l .1 o3 ,4 ,5, ~ENC 
//OYSIMP.~\'SIN DD • --i--;;on- ----t.1 .<; -




.? • .:>5 o;1.o -,-;r;---1,c;.o 
7.15 lt1.5 
l,O 46 ,5 
l • .?5 4';,'j ----,-;·v;---- -45 ;0----




4. ?'i c;1 • 0 
4. 5ll f.{J .'i 
,., 75 74.'i 
---,-;-0---11 ~ o--
5. 75 69,0 
5.'io 67.o 
'i.l'i t.7.0 ----6;-o--·-- -61 .o 
(,.;><; 6/.0 
io.1 l'iO.O 
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